
 

 

 

This document has been prepared for the Southern Nevada Tourism Infrastructure 

Committee. The information in this report serves as a companion report to the Las Vegas 

Convention Center District Strategic Master Plan developed by Cordell Corporation. The 

strategic plan sets forth a phased approach for expansion and renovation of the Las Vegas 

Convention Center to meet current customer demands and to attract new tradeshows to the 

destination.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Las Vegas Convention Center District (LVCCD) is a large, 

complex, multi-year project designed to secure the future of 
the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC), and Las Vegas’ 
position as the No. 1 trade show destination in North America. 

The project will require the investment of significant financial 
resources, and the financial plan must ensure the necessary 

financial resources are identified, available, and managed 
throughout the life of the project. 

This document is intended to provide a reasonable estimate of 
the funds required to support the LVCCD, without cannibalizing 

the budgets for current operating activities that support the Las 
Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority’s (LVCVA) core 
mission of marketing Las Vegas. Like any long-term plan, the 

financing approach laid out in this document depends upon a 
number of forecasts and assumptions about future conditions. 

It is not intended to provide a year-by-year construction cash 
flow analysis, but instead to provide a financial analysis from 
which overarching conceptual funding needs can be drawn.   

The financial analysis demonstrates the LVCVA’s capacity to 

complete LVCCD Phase One under its current revenue 
structure. Phases Two and Three will require new revenue 
streams to support the financing program. The projected initial 

annual funding shortfall is $80MM. 

As time passes, this plan will be modified and updated to reflect 
changing circumstances and financial realities. Year-by-year 
implementation of the plan will be carried out within the 

LVCVA’s budgeting process and other appropriate approaches. 
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LVCVA BACKGROUND 

The Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority is the official destination marketing 

organization of Southern Nevada, promoting tourism, conventions, meetings and special 
events. The LVCVA’s mission is primarily accomplished through national and international 
branding, marketing and advertising campaigns, sales efforts, public relations, special 

events, and operation of the LVCC. The LVCVA also markets Laughlin, Mesquite, and the 
outlying areas of Southern Nevada. Additionally, the LVCVA operates regional offices in 

Washington D.C. and Chicago, IL., and operates Cashman Center (Cashman).  

Established by the Nevada State Legislature, the LVCVA is legally classified as a 

governmental entity and is required to follow all laws and regulations for state and local 
governments, including Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS). 

Financial management in the government and private sectors differ significantly.  
Government accounting methods, budgeting, financial reporting, and constraints for both 

revenue generation and spending activities vary greatly from the private sector 
environment. Additionally, debt financing sources are considerably different between the 
two sectors.  

 

LVCCD PROJECT BUDGET 

The LVCCD Strategic Master Plan, dated October 2015, outlines the project phasing and 
estimated budget for the expansion and renovation of the LVCC. The Master Plan segments 

the project into four phases, as summarized below. 

Phase One represents the acquisition of land contingent to the current campus to provide 
for current and future expansion. Over the last several years, 42 acres of contingent 
property have been acquired, including the 26.4 acre Riviera Hotel & Casino adjacent to the 

LVCC campus Gold Lot. Each parcel is being cleared of previous structures and prepared for 
interim client use as outdoor exhibit space, freight marshaling, parking and other needs 

until Phase Two construction begins.  The entirety of Phase One is being fully funded through 
the LVCVA’s existing resources and funding capacity. 

Phase Two includes the construction of a 600,000 square foot exhibit hall and the additional 
support space required for meeting rooms, pre-function, service and support. The Phase 

Two budget is $860MM. 

Phase Three includes the renovation and modernization of the existing convention center, 

including the addition of meeting rooms, a Northeast entry, a connector between halls, and 
support spaces. The Phase Three budget is $540MM. 

Phase Four represents future improvements and expansion that will be determined based 
on client demand and preferences. This will be re-visited after completion of Phases Two 

and Three. The budget for Phase Four will be determined in the future and is not included 
in the financing analysis conducted herein. 
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FINANCING TEAM 

Internal LVCVA Team 

Rossi Ralenkotter, President/CEO  
As President/CEO of the LVCVA, Mr. Ralenkotter is responsible for marketing and branding 
Las Vegas and Southern Nevada as the world’s most desirable destination for leisure and 

business travel. He began his career with the LVCVA in 1973 as a research analyst. Prior to 
becoming President/CEO in 2004, he was the LVCVA’s Executive Vice President and Senior 

Vice President of Marketing. From the creation of the LVCVA Research Department in the 
1970’s, which has evolved into the premier source of tourism industry statistics in the State 
of Nevada, to the development of iconic marketing programming and the recognition of Las 

Vegas as the trade show capital, Mr. Ralenkotter’s career has encompassed four decades of 
growth and development in Las Vegas. Mr. Ralenkotter has served in leadership positions 

on influential industry organizations including the U.S. Travel and Tourism Advisory Board 
for the U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Travel Association, and Brand USA. Mr. 
Ralenkotter has been a resident of Southern Nevada for more than 60 years and earned a 

Bachelor of Science degree in Marketing from Arizona State University and a Master’s degree 
in Business Administration from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 

Rana Lacer, CPA, CGMA, Chief Financial Officer 
Ms. Lacer joined the LVCVA Finance Department in 2008. She began her professional career 

in private sector finance, then transitioned to government finance nearly fifteen years ago. 
Ms. Lacer has been involved in numerous municipal debt financing transactions for three 

government agencies in Texas, Kansas and Nevada. Her financing experience includes short 
term bank facilities, commercial paper, certificates of obligation, state bond banks, new 
money municipal bonds and refunding bonds. Ms. Lacer serves on the Committee for Capital 

Planning and Economic Development, under the Government Finance Officers Association. 
She graduated summa cum laude from Austin Peay State University and is currently 

attending Columbia University’s Business School Executive Education program. 

Shannon Anderegg, CPA, CGMA, Senior Director of Finance & Accounting 

Ms. Anderegg joined the LVCVA in 2012 after working in public accountancy for seven years 
with focuses on governmental entities, casino resorts and allied industry businesses. She 

has performed external audit services and gaming regulatory compliance engagements for 
publically traded and privately owned entities. Clientele included local governments, hotel 
casinos, a gaming equipment manufacturer and tribal gaming development business. Ms. 

Anderegg holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration with an emphasis 
in Accounting and a Master’s degree in Accounting from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 

Independent Financial Advisors 

JNA Consulting Group, LLC (JNA) and Montague DeRose (MDA) have served as the 

Authority’s primary financial advisors since 2013. JNA and MDA are independent financial 
advisory firms providing advisory and consulting services to municipal governments. JNA 

serves as advisor to the State of Nevada, Washoe County School District and the Nevada 
System of Higher Education, among others. MDA serves as advisor to the City of Los Angeles 
in connection with its convention center expansion, advises the State Treasurers of 

California and Washington, and has worked on the State of California's $2 billion commercial 
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paper program since 1996. The JNA/MDA team has served as a financial advisor to the State 
of Nevada since 2001. 

Marty Johnson, the primary LVCVA representative, has extensive experience working with 

multiple Nevada agencies and the legislature, and sits on the Committee on Local 
Government Finance (CLGF). He has developed financial models used by the State of 
Nevada, Washoe County School District and numerous other entities to evaluate the capital 

funding ability. 

JNA has more than 40 years of experience with a broad array of financings including general 
obligation bonds, revenue bonds, assessment district bonds, redevelopment bonds, 
industrial development bonds, and certificates of participation. They have facilitated 

transactions covering transportation, education, water and sewer, healthcare, and general 
government financing. Cumulatively, JNA has advised on more than 500 bond issues, 

exceeding $15 billion. 

Bond Counsel – Public Finance Transactions 

Sherman & Howard LLC (S&H) is a regional firm with a national practice. Jennifer Stern 
serves as the lead attorney representing the LVCVA.   

S&H serves a broad range of clients, including individuals, privately held businesses, multi-
national corporations and government entities. The firm represents a vast array of 

governmental entities in the State of Nevada, including the State, counties, cities, school 
districts, convention and visitor authorities, general improvement districts, fire protection 
districts, water authorities and districts, flood authorities and districts, airport authorities 

and hospital districts. S&H has vast experience in public finance transactions, such as 
general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, medium-term bonds, general obligations 

additionally secured by pledged revenues, and installment purchase and lease purchase 
financings. 

Additional Financial Experts 

HVS Global Hospitality Services, Convention Sports and Entertainment (HVS) 

HVS has performed hundreds of assignments around the world analyzing the feasibility of 
convention and conference centers, headquarter hotels, arenas, stadiums, event and civic 

centers, performing arts facilities, hospitality developments, tourism attractions, water 
parks, entertainment and urban development districts and museums. The LVCVA engaged 
HVS to conduct a study of the financing alternatives and strategies for the LVCCD. The 

analysis included a review of the LVCVA’s projected funding capacity, the projected funding 
shortfall, and potential funding sources to support the project budget. The results of that 

analysis are discussed in the Debt Capacity section of this document. 

Specialized Public Finance Inc. (SPFI) 

SPFI is an independent firm based in Texas dedicated exclusively to providing financial 
advisory services to select governmental entities. Combined, the firm’s advisors have more 
than 100 years of public finance experience. The LVCVA engaged SPFI to conduct a debt 

capacity analysis in 2012/2013 during the transition period of selecting a new permanent 
financial advisory team. The results of that analysis are also discussed in more detail in the 

Debt Capacity section of this document. 
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Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC (Morgan Stanley) 
The LVCVA engaged Morgan Stanley to provide real estate financial advisory services in 

connection with the strategic land acquisition of the real property assets of the Riviera Hotel 
& Casino. Their engagement included providing advice with respect to defining land 

acquisition objectives, performing valuation analyses, cost analyses, as well as structuring, 
planning and negotiating the transaction on behalf of the LVCVA. By market share, Morgan 
Stanley is ranked No. 1 in real estate mergers & acquisitions transactions over the past 10 

years. Edward King served as the LVCVA’s lead advisor during the engagement. Mr. King is 
Managing Director and Global Head of Morgan Stanley’s gaming practice, providing clients 

in the gaming sector with strategic advice on mergers, acquisitions and asset purchases, 
and assistance raising debt and equity capital in the private and public markets. 

Future Advisory Engagements 
 

The LVCVA will engage additional representation for specialized financial and legal services 
as appropriate. The timing and nature of the services will be identified in alignment with the 
progress of the LVCCD and the nature of the underlying financial strategies pursued. For 

example, specialized strategic advisors will be used to further any public-private partnership 
initiatives, develop practical solutions for implementation, and management of those 

potential relationships.  

 

FINANCIAL INTEGRITY, AWARDS, AND RECOGNITION 

The LVCVA has demonstrated a commitment to financial management, best practices, and 

accounting standards. The organization has received unmodified (i.e. clean) audit opinions 
every year of its existence. Additionally, the finance team ensures that all new regulatory 
standards are implemented on or before the required dates. The most recent 

Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) is posted on the LVCVA’s website, along 
with previous years’ CAFRs, budgets, financial policies and other relevant financial 

information to ensure transparent access to the public. For more information, refer to the 
Additional Financial Information Available section of the document.  

The finance team is recognized consistently for performing at the highest standards in 
government sector financial oversight, as proven through the following annual recognitions: 

 
 
 Government Finance Officers Association of the United States & Canada (GFOA) 

Certificate of Excellence in Financial Reporting – 31 consecutive years 

Distinguished Budget Presentation Award – 27 consecutive years 

Popular Annual Financial Reporting Award (PAFR) – 8 consecutive years 

National Procurement Institute (NPI) 

Excellence in Procurement Award – 20 consecutive years 

Outstanding Agency Award – 2015 (NEW) 
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EVOLUTION OF CORE MISSION – PROGRAMS & INITIATIVES 

In the early 1950’s, Southern Nevada’s 

community leaders realized the cyclical 
nature of tourism caused a significant 
decline in the number of visitors during 

the weekdays, throughout the summer 
months, and over the holiday season. In 

order to attract more visitors to the area 
during slow periods, a new market was 
needed - convention travelers. This idea 

became the seed that blossomed into the 
development of the LVCC. The LVCVA was established by the Nevada Legislature in 1955 

as the Clark County Fair and Recreation Board. Its function was to operate the LVCC and 
promote Southern Nevada as a convention-tourism destination. In the early years, 
marketing efforts focused on regional and national advertising campaigns and the operation 

of a convention facility with 150,000 square feet of leasable space. LVCVA programs and 
facilities have evolved tremendously since those early days.   

Today, the LVCVA is a global leader in the 
tourism industry and the LVCC is the 

busiest convention center in North 
America, with almost two million leasable 

square feet of space. Combined with the 
other centers in the destination, Las 
Vegas has been recognized as the No. 1 

tradeshow destination for 21 consecutive 
years, hosting more of the top 250 

tradeshows than any other destination.  

The LVCVA’s outreach and strategies to 

drive visitation to Southern Nevada have evolved exponentially over the decades. The 
following programs reflect just a few of the dynamic changes implemented by LVCVA 

leadership to ensure the continued growth of our largest economic engine: 

Special Events 

In 1983, the LVCVA began partnering with Las Vegas Events Inc. (LVE) to promote and 
encourage special events that in turn, stimulate tourism and provide media exposure to 

drive people into town. Events sponsored range 
from rodeos (i.e. National Finals Rodeo) to golf 
(i.e. Mesquite Long Drive Championship) and 

from auto races (i.e. NASCAR, Primm 300 Off 
Road Race, NHRA Drag Races) to music events 

(i.e. Electric Daisy Carnival and the Laughlin 
Town Concerts) as well as award shows (i.e. 
Academy of Country Music Awards) and other 

sporting events (i.e. USA Sevens Rugby 
Tournament).  

LVCVA HAS PROVIDED LVE 

OVER $180MM IN FUNDING 

SINCE 1983 FOR OVER 600 

SPECIAL EVENTS.  

.  
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Cashman Center 
In 1983, the LVCVA constructed and opened Cashman Center. Cashman is a multi-purpose 

facility encompassing 483,000 square feet on a 55-acre site near downtown Las Vegas. It 
includes a 10,000-seat baseball stadium which is home of the Las Vegas 51s, the AAA 

affiliate of the New York Mets. The facility also features a 1,922-seat theatre, more than 
98,000 square feet of exhibit space, and 14 meeting rooms.  

Each segment of the facility is capable of functioning independently or in any combination 

for conventions and trade shows, business and group meetings, theatrical presentations, 
and sporting events. 

Public Safety 
1991 marked the first year of a long running 
partnership with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police 

Department (Metro), with the introduction of an off-
site swing shift bike patrol unit. Since that time, the 

LVCVA has funded over $30MM for public safety 
infrastructure and programs in the tourism sector 
including land acquisition and construction of the 

Metro Convention Center Area Command ($27.6MM).  
The LVCVA continues to carry debt service 

requirements in excess of $1MM annually associated 
with the Metro construction through fiscal year (FY) 

2038.  

Additionally, the LVCVA fully funds the costs for an Intelligence Analyst for the Southern 

Nevada Counter-Terrorism Center (cumulative $600,000 since 2010). Other contributions 
include funding for Metro’s Safe Strip Initiative, hosting the International Tourism Safety 
Conference, and facility use for public safety training and events for over 17 local, state and 

federal agencies. LVCVA also provided land for a Clark County Fire Department sub-station 
on the LVCC campus.  

Innovative and Award-Winning Branding 
In 2003, the LVCVA launched the 

most successful branding campaign 
in tourism history, which is best 

known for its oft-repeated tagline, 
“What Happens Here, Stays 
Here”. In 2004, the LVCVA won the 

coveted Brandweek Grand Marketer 
of the Year Award, followed by an 

induction into the Madison Avenue 
Advertising Walk of Fame in 2011. 

In 2004, the LVCVA introduced Diversity and LGBT programming with the implementation 
of targeted marketing initiatives focused on key vertical markets. Programming expanded 

in 2012 with the addition of staff and resources dedicated to Cultural, Medical and 
Wellness Tourism.    

SINCE 1991, THE 

LVCVA HAS FUNDED 

OVER $30MM FOR 

PUBLIC SAFETY. 

 

IN 2011, THE LVCVA SLOGAN, “WHAT 

HAPPENS HERE, STAYS HERE” WAS 

NAMED TO THE MADISON AVENUE 

ADVERTISING WALK OF FAME.  
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Tourism Transportation Infrastructure 
In 2007, the Nevada legislature passed 

Assembly Bill 595, requiring the LVCVA to 
dedicate a portion of its room tax revenues 

to fund transportation infrastructure 
projects within the Southern Nevada 
tourism corridor for the Nevada 

Department of Transportation (NDOT). 
In accordance with the legislative mandate, 

the LVCVA issued a series of bonds between 2008 and 2010 totaling an aggregate principal 
amount of $300MM. The annual debt service averages $20MM per year and funding 
obligations mature in FY 2039.  

NDOT has used the funds to complete several major projects including the I-15 Express 

Lanes and I-15 South Design-Build project. The remaining proceeds are funding a project 
that includes improvements to pedestrian bridges, sidewalks, barriers, and escalators at the 
intersection of Tropicana Avenue and Las Vegas Boulevard.  

Airline Development 

In 2007, the LVCVA began dedicated Airline Development programming, partnering with 
McCarran International Airport to maximize air carrier outreach efforts, leveraging 
relationships with senior level airline route development planners, and making the business 

case for Las Vegas as a viable destination for international and domestic air carriers.  
Hosting aviation industry events such as the World Routes Conference, Routes America, 

CAPA and the Boyd Aviation Conference has provided influential air development 
professionals with firsthand destination knowledge and experience. As a result, international 
airline seats grew 48% from 2007 to 2015, according to Diio Schedule Data.   

International Marketing 

2008 marked the beginning of a new era for the LVCVA’s international marketing 
strategies. Although the LVCVA has had international representative offices in targeted 
markets for more than 20 years, a dedicated International Sales Department was created 

in 2008 and the scope and scale of international 
office programs were significantly increased. 

Resources were devoted to global marketing 
programs and advocacy for policies that increase 
opportunities to attract more international 

visitors. Today, the LVCVA has 12 international 
offices and invests more than $6.5MM annually 

in these efforts. The number of international 
visitors has grown from 4.6 million in 2005 to 
7.8 million in 2014. There are very few places on 

earth that have not been exposed to and 
recognize the Las Vegas brand.  The LVCVA operates international representative offices in 

Canada, Mexico (covering Mexico and Central America), United Kingdom, Australia 
(covering Australia and New Zealand), China (covering China, Singapore and Taiwan), Brazil 
(covering all of South America), South Korea, Germany (covering Continental Europe except 

for France), Japan, Ireland, France and India. 

THE LVCVA HAS PROVIDED 

$300MM FOR NDOT 

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS. 

THE NUMBER OF 

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS HAS 

GROWN FROM 4.6MM IN 

2005 TO 7.8MM IN 2014. 
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Advocacy 
Over the last decade, 

the CEO and executive 
team have significantly 

expanded advocacy 
efforts to represent 
Las Vegas and promote 

and grow tourism. The 
LVCVA is represented 

through staff memberships and board positions on numerous national and international 
organizations such as the US Travel Association (USTA), US Travel and Tourism Advisory 
Board (TTAB), Brand USA, Pacific Asia Travel Association, Corporate Event Marketing 

Association and the International Association of Exhibitions and Events. Leadership positions 
in these important organizations enables the LVCVA to expand the reach, influence, and 

impact of the Las Vegas brand while addressing issues that affect domestic and international 
travel. 

Expansions 
Since opening in 1959 with 150,000 square feet of exhibit space, the LVCC has expanded 

to accommodate the growing convention business. A total of seven expansions have 
been completed, which brings the LVCC’s total footprint to 3.2 million square feet.   

Today 
In FY 2016, the LVCVA’s gross authorized room tax rate of 5% remains unchanged from 

the rate originally authorized in 1959. The LVCVA has never requested additional public 
funds to support operating programs or 
capital projects. Over the years, many 

other entities have been authorized 
incremental rate additions, so that the 

total lodging tax rate levied now 
averages 12%. As Las Vegas 
experienced immense growth in the 

number of rooms, the average daily 
rates also climbed. This lead to the 

growth in room tax revenue collected. 
The LVCVA continues to successfully utilize its incremental portion of room tax growth to 
cultivate methods which drive more tourism for the benefit of Southern Nevada and the 

state as a whole.  

 Visitation has grown from less than five million annual visitors to over 42 million. 
 Room inventory in the metropolitan area has grown from less than 20,000 rooms to 

nearly 150,000. 

 Conventions and meetings held in the LVCC have grown from eight in the initial year 
to 49 in 2015, growing convention attendance from 22,519 to 1.3 million. 

Over the last six decades, the LVCVA has demonstrated the ability to effectively use its 
available resources to expand programs and strategies that ensure Las Vegas and Southern 

Nevada remains a premier travel destination for both domestic and international visitors, 
representing both leisure and business travelers.   

  

ROSSI RALENKOTTER’S BOARD REPRESENTATION 

INCLUDES:  BRAND USA, USTA (PAST CHAIR),                                                                                   

AND TTAB (PAST CHAIR). 

 

THE LVCC OPENED IN 1959 WITH 

150,000 SQUARE FEET. TODAY 

LVCC’S TOTAL FOOTPRINT IS 

3.2MM SQUARE FEET. 
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW: SOURCES & USES OF CURRENT FUNDING 

Prior to embarking on significant new capital programs, the LVCVA reviews its operating 

activities, financial conditions and prevailing economic trends to ensure its ability to support 
the project funding plan without detriment to the core mission to drive visitation. Historical 
trends and context on current revenue and expenditures are provided below. This analysis 

served as foundation for the development of the LVCCD pro forma assumptions.  

 

CURRENT SOURCES OF FUNDING 

The LVCVA currently funds ongoing operating programs and services primarily from the 

revenues generated by its authorized room tax rate and supplemented by facility use fees 
generated at the LVCC. Room tax provides approximately 82% of total revenues each year. 

LVCVA’s other resources include LVCC facility use fees which generate about 16% of total 
revenues. The remaining 2% is derived mainly from building partner rent, interest earnings, 
and facility use fees from operations at Cashman.   

As with many government entities, the 

LVCVA has no significant direct control of its 
primary revenue stream. The revenue 
structure is also highly dependent on a 

single source which has shown high 
volatility in the past decade. Investors 

expect budget developments to address this 
primary construct, so utilizing trends and 
conservative estimates on growth are 

necessary in long-term financial planning. 
To prepare forecasts for the future, both 

long-term and near-term room tax trends 
were examined.  

ROOM TAX  

The LVCVA receives room tax by authorization 

of the Nevada State Legislature [NRS 
244.335(6) (County) and NRS 266.095 

(1)(b)(5)]. Any increase in the tax rate must be 
approved by the Legislature. The portion of the 
room tax received by the LVCVA is 5% and is 

levied on hotels, motels, and other lodging 
establishments throughout Clark County, 

Nevada and the incorporated cities. In addition, 
room tax levies for other entities have been 

Legislatively authorized over time and are 
indicated in the following graph. The average 
room tax rate in all of Clark County, including 

all levies, is 12%. 

Room 

Taxes
82%

LVCC Use of 

Facilities
16%

Other

2%

LVCVA Revenues

ANY INCREASE IN THE 

ROOM TAX RATE CAN ONLY 

BE ACCOMPLISHED BY 

ACTION OF THE NEVADA 

STATE LEGISLATURE.  
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Beyond the LVCVA’s 5%, room tax received by other entities is for the following purposes: 
 

 Collecting Entities (Clark County and the following cities: Boulder City, Henderson, 

Las Vegas, Mesquite, and North Las Vegas), 1-2%: allocated to their General Fund 
to be used at each entity’s discretion. 

 Clark County School District (CCSD), 1 5/8%: restricted for capital projects and 
school construction. 5/8% was originally directed to the LVCVA in 1984 to fund special 
events, but was subsequently diverted to the CCSD. 

 Clark County Transportation, 1%: restricted for the construction and maintenance 
of vehicular traffic projects within Clark County. 

 State of Nevada, 3%: allocated to a General Fund line item designated for education 
funding.  

 State of Nevada, 3/8%:  allocated to the Nevada Commission on Tourism (NCOT), 

to be utilized for the promotion of tourism statewide. 
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From the LVCVA’s statutorily authorized rate 
of 5%, the LVCVA benefits from a net room 

tax rate of 4.2% (FY 2015). This is the result 
of legislative action over time that reassigned 

portions of the 5% levy for other purposes: 1)  
A collection allocation fee of 10% of all room 
tax collected on behalf of the LVCVA is 

returned to the collecting jurisdictions, as 
authorized under NRS 244A.645 which states 

the LVCVA may,  ”Defray the reasonable costs 
of collecting and otherwise administering such 
taxes from not exceeding 10 percent of the 

gross revenues so collected…”; 2) the LVCVA 
is obligated to fund annual principal and 

interest payments of over $20MM annually to 
support bonds issued on behalf of the Nevada 
Department of Transportation resort corridor 

infrastructure improvements. The debt 
obligations extend through FY 2039.  

 
 

The ultimate effect is that the LVCVA benefits from room tax revenue of 1/3 of the total 
amount levied on the visitor. Since room tax is the LVCVA’s primary revenue source, a 
thorough review of the underlying factors was critical to the pro forma development. A 

comprehensive history of all room tax generated in Clark County since inception is also 
attached as a supplement to this report. 

 

 

 

 

LVCVA Retains for Operations & Marketing 199,399,141$ 32.2%

245,100,000$ 

(24,510,000)    

(21,190,859)    

Portion Distributed to Entity / Jurisdiction 87,610,000      14.1%

63,100,000     

24,510,000     

Clark County Transportation (1%) 52,000,000      8.4%

Clark County School District - Capital (1 5/8%) 84,500,000      13.6%

Nevada Department of Transportation 21,190,859      3.4%

State of Nevada Schools - Operating (3%) 155,000,000    25.0%

State of Nevada Tourism (3/8%) 19,500,000      3.1%

FY 2016 COUNTY-WIDE ESTIMATES OF ROOM TAX

4 - 5% distributed to LVCVA

(Less Collection Allocation Remitted to Entities)

(Less Debt Service for Transportation)

1 - 2% Room Tax Retained by Entity
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State of 
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NCOT

LVCVA Net   
32%

NDOT 
Debt 

Service

Clark County 
Transportation
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Room Tax Revenue Trends 

Room tax revenue results are driven by the average daily taxable room rental rate (ADR), 

the numbers of rooms in inventory, and occupancy levels. ADR is controlled by the hotels 
and is strengthened or weakened by visitor demand combined with the number of rooms 

available. LVCVA only has an indirect ability to increase this revenue stream through 
promotion of the destination, which drives visitation. This increases occupancy and creates 
upward pressure on ADR.  

LVCVA gross room tax revenue grew from $4.0MM in FY 1971 to $239.0 MM in FY 2015. 
Room tax results reflected unprecedented volatility over the last 15 years, dipping as much 

as 14% in a single year. When evaluating room tax history by 10-year increments, distinct 
trends appear. Growth as a percentage by decade has been steadily declining. The most 

recent 10-year period realized less than 4% annualized growth.  
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Metropolitan Las Vegas Visitor Volume 

Metropolitan Las Vegas includes The Strip, Downtown, and surrounding cities, but excludes 

the cities of Laughlin and Mesquite. Average visitor volume growth per year since 1970 is 
4%. Visitor volume increased from 6.8 million in 1970 to over 42 million in 2015. Though 

this was a record-breaking year for total visitors to the destination, annual growth over the 
last 10 years has averaged 1% per year. This moderate growth trend is expected to continue 
in future years. 
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ADR Trends 

Changes in room tax revenue 

are mainly due to fluctuating 
ADR, which the hotels adjust 

daily to drive occupancy and fill 
rooms, especially during 
seasonal slow periods and 

economic downturns. The 
volatility of ADR was 

documented during the 
recession where it experienced 

the most significant dip of all 
the room tax factors.  

Visitor Volume & Room Inventory 

Room inventory development by private industry has historically been consistently 

correlated with visitor volume growth. During the most recent recession, room inventory 
increased as visitor volume decreased. Visitation since the recession has trended to fill the 

current inventory. Trends and industry accouchements indicate modest growth in room 
expansion is expected for the next few years.  
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Metropolitan Las Vegas Room Inventory 

 

Room inventory in the Las Vegas metropolitan area was 25,400 in 1970 and increased to 

nearly 150,000 by 2015.  Rooms were added at an average annualized pace of 4% growth 
since 1970; however, that pace drops to just over 1% when assessing the most recent 

decade. 

Room inventory growth as a percentage 

reflects a downward trend as the 
destination has matured. Although there 

may be another explosive spike in mega-
resort construction in the future and 
significant additions to room inventory, 

those opportunities are indeterminate at 
this time.  Near-term announcements of 

additional rooms reflect continued 
modest growth, in alignment with 

supporting incremental new visitation 
from the business and meetings sector. 

The most recent 10-year period reflects an average annualized increase in room inventory 
within the Las Vegas metropolitan area of just over 1%. 
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REVENUE FROM LVCC FACILITY USE 

The LVCVA owns and operates two facilities, the LVCC and Cashman Center. Use of Facilities 
revenues are generated through a variety of rental charges (i.e. exhibit halls, meeting 

rooms, equipment and parking lots, along with concessions and contractor services 
commissions). As with most government activities, these facilities were never intended to 

be self‐supporting, but rather to generate visitors to the Las Vegas area, especially during 

midweek periods. These visitors, in turn, contribute a substantial economic impact on our 
overall economy and benefit the citizens. 

         

        Note: Does not include temporary exhibit space 

 

Above are rental rates for the LVCC. As new agreements are executed, lease agreements 

will come under the new rates. Future rate increases will be considered post-completion of 
LVCCD Phases Two and Three, and will be based on competitive market conditions and 

sensitivity to business impacts. 

Growth in revenues from use of facilities 

increased significantly after the previous 
expansions, but growth has reached a 

plateau over the last decade. The last 
10-year period has realized an average 
2% annualized growth rate. Based on 

industry standards, the current facility is 
showing minimal additional utilization 

available. Without additional capacity, 
growth in revenues are largely limited to 
cost increases for customers.   

5 cents per net square foot 1959-1988

15 cents per net square foot 1988-1998

20 cents per net square foot 1998-2001

25 cents per net square foot January 2002 - June 2009

29 cents per net square foot July 2009 - June 2016

33 cents per net square foot * July 2016 - June 2018

35 cents per net square foot * July 2018 - TBD

* Board Approved on April 3, 2015

HISTORY OF RENTAL RATES - LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER

Year 
LVCC Gross 

Exhibit Space 

Cashman Gross 

Exhibit Space 

Total Gross Exhibit 

Space 

1959 - 1967 150,000 - 150,000 

1968 - 1972 240,000 - 240,000 

1973 - 1977 379,000 - 379,000 

1978 - 1981 581,000 - 581,000 

1982 - 1998 708,000 98,000 806,000 

1999 - 2001 1,032,135 98,000 1,130,135 

2002 - present 1,940,631 98,000 2,038,631 
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In an average year, with 13 exhibit halls, the 
LVCC has 4,745 days of possible utilization. 

Industry standard dictates that when 
utilization is at 70%, the facility is at 100% 

occupancy.  This is necessary to provide time 
for cleaning, regular on-going repair and 
maintenance of a facility, and holidays, taking 

into account seasonality of the industry. FY 
2015 utilization was 75%. At this early date, 

the LVCVA utilization outlook for the next five 
years already averages 65% not including 
potential additional shows as future periods 

near. 

REVENUES FROM OTHER MISCELLANEOUS  

Historically, other and miscellaneous revenues account for less than 4% of total revenues. 

Over the last five years, “Other Fees and Charges” have averaged $5MM each year or 2% 
of total resources. These revenue streams are comprised of a variety of sources. The 

majority is derived from independent services not directly related to the rental of facilities 
for tradeshows, conventions and meetings. This 
category of revenue is primarily derived from building 

partner rents (FedEx, American Express Open, etc.), 
interest and investment earnings, and gaming fees.  

Several revenue streams within this category have 
reflected consistent trends of decline over recent 

years, specifically, gaming fees and interest earnings.   

Gaming fees are quarterly license fees imposed on 

operators of games based on the number of table 
games and slot machines in operation. These fees were 

originally established in 1957 under NRS and have remained unchanged. Collection 
Allocation of 10% is also netted from the LVCVA’s gross gaming fees received and returned 
to the collecting jurisdictions. Due to changes in the gaming industry, this revenue stream 

has demonstrated declining trends over the last six years. 

Interest earnings have been in decline for many years and dropped precipitously after the 
recent financial crisis.  Rates today remain at historical lows and forecasts for future growth 
are uncertain. 
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OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING: FUND BALANCE 

Nevada Revised Statutes 354.533 defines fund balance as the excess of assets over 
liabilities in a governmental fund. Put another way, fund balance represents the net 

difference between total financial resources and total appropriated uses. Fund balance is 
similar to equity in the private sector, in the way that it is helpful to maintain adequate 
resources to cope with contingencies, and provides some indication of an entity’s overall 

financial health. While changes may occur from year to year, maintaining proper fund 
balances over the long term is an important component of sound financial management and 

a significant factor in bond ratings. This is especially true among smaller governments with 
limited diversification of revenue sources.  

Based on Nevada Administrative Code 354.650-660, a minimum fund balance of 4.0% of 
budgeted General Fund operating expenditures must be maintained. The Government 

Finance Officers Association (GFOA) best practice recommends, at minimum, maintaining a 
General Fund balance for general purpose governments of no less than two months of 
expenditures or revenues (16%).    

The LVCVA begins the first six weeks of each new fiscal year operating from beginning fund 
balance based on the timing of the first room tax collections for that new year. Six weeks 

is approximately 12% of budgeted operating expenditures. Thus, in order to ensure that 
the LVCVA has sufficient resources to meet all of its financial obligations in a timely manner 

and essential services are not disrupted in times of fluctuating revenues, the LVCVA’s fiscal 
practice is to target a General Fund ending fund balance of up to 16%. This prepares for 

potential variances in economic conditions without detriment to operations. 

  

In the government sector, it is important to budget revenues conservatively as most 
revenue streams are not under direct control of the entity. Conservative budgeting works 

to ensure operations can continue despite temporary unexpected reductions when need is 
most critical. It is also necessary to budget expenditures more aggressively as these 

amounts become the maximum allowable amounts the entity can spend. Because of this 
budgeting practice, ACTUAL ending fund balance always exceeds budgeted fund balance. 

This was true even during the recession.  

During the recession, the LVCVA strategically used strong general fund balance amounts to 

meet the essential needs of its mission. However, the LVCVA always maintained a fund 
balance above the state’s minimum guidance of 4%.   
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OTHER SOURCES OF FUNDING: DEBT FINANCING 

As a government entity, the LVCVA can finance operations and capital programs through 
borrowing, most commonly through long-term bonds. The LVCVA has a policy to avoid 

incurring debt for ongoing operations. Debt is incurred only for significant capital programs 
and property acquisitions.     
 

LVCVA bonds are secured by the revenues it receives (room tax as well as various operating 
revenues) less certain operating expenses. The net revenues pledged are referred to as 

“pledged revenues”. LVCVA pledges these revenues to bonds secured only by the revenue 
pledge as well as to bonds which also carry the general obligation pledge of Clark County. 
In order to ensure that the LVCVA will not rely on the County’s general obligation pledge, 

the LVCVA Debt Management Policy states that it will strive to maintain annual pledged 
revenues that are at least 3.0 times the amount of annual debt service. This coverage ratio 

is higher than the 1.5 times contained in the bond legal documents due to the narrow nature 
and volatility of the primary revenue source. 
 

LVCVA has also utilized short term borrowing programs (such as commercial paper) to fund 
various capital or land acquisition programs. These short term issues are generally backed 

with a pledge of revenues that is subordinate to that of the outstanding bonds. These short-
term programs are generally designed to provide ready access to funds and refinanced with 
long term fixed rate bonds. Financing programs are discussed in more detail in the Financing 

Environment and Available Instruments section of this document.  
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CURRENT USES OF RESOURCES 

The LVCVA budgets and reports financial results on a fund basis. The General Fund is the 

primary operating fund, accounting for most of the entity’s financial resources. Expenditures 
are classified by function and are those that comprise the normal operations of the LVCVA.  
 

Nearly half of all resources flow directly to support the LVCVA’s core mission to drive 
visitation through Marketing, Advertising and Special Events. Another 14% directly supports 

the core mission through the operation of the LVCC and Cashman.   

 
Transfers to other funds (27%) represents monies moved to the Capital Fund, Debt Service 

Fund and Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) Liability Fund. 
 

General Government includes Finance & Purchasing, Human Resources, Public Affairs, Legal, 
Internal Audit and the Executive cost centers. The LVCVA allocates less than 5% of available 

resources to these administrative functions annually, which is on the low end of the scale 
when compared to state and local government averages. 
 

The allocation of approximately 8% of available resources is directly tied to the return of a 
collection allocation on gross room tax and gaming fees to the collecting jurisdictions as 

designated by NRS. Collection allocation is the only category of the LVCVA’s disbursements 
that does not have a direct or indirect tie to driving leisure or business visitation.   
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STRATEGIC USE OF RESOURCES BY MAJOR PROGRAM/FUNCTION 

LVCVA has continued to innovate programs and modify budget distributions within each of 
the primary functions to ensure maximum impact as the market has transformed and 

grown.  

Advertising 

Advertising programs, accomplished with the LVCVA’s agency of record, R&R Partners, build 
the foundation for advertising and promotional expenditures for the Southern Nevada 

tourism industry. This results in a benefit-cost ratio of $28 to $1, according to a study 
published by Applied Analysis.  

Over the last 10 years, advertising has shifted to reach consumers in a changing 
marketplace.  

 In FY 2006, traditional media and production (television, radio, print, etc.) was 64% 

of expenditures and in FY 2015 it was 30%.  
 As consumer use of social and digital media evolve, additional funds are allocated to 

these programs. In FY 2006, $6MM was spent on these programs and in FY 2015 

$24.4MM was invested. 
 International and multicultural advertising also has increased from 7% in FY 2006 to 

13% FY 2015. 
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Marketing 

The Marketing division, which includes sales, research, airline development, brand public 
relations, international marketing and special events, and customer experience, has a 

separate and distinct budget from the advertising function. While aligned with the 
advertising efforts, marketing programs focus on leisure and business opportunities that 
cannot be accomplished through advertising alone.  

These budgets have seen modest overall increase over the past 10 years. This was 

accomplished by being flexible to meet changing customer needs. Some examples include: 

 In FY 2006, International Marketing was 22% of expenditures and in FY 2015 had 

grown to 24%.  
 The rapid evolution of digital marketing has created new opportunities for advertising 

and marketing. As a result, digital marketing represented 3% of the FY 2015 

expenditures and is expected to grow. 
 Call center staffing was reduced and hosting services were halted in response to 

evolving customer needs.  
 Airline Development budgets were created and now average $350K a year.  
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Special Events Funding 

The LVCVA provides annual 
funding for special events to LVE. 

LVCVA has provided LVE over 
$180MM in funding since 1983 for 
over 600 special events. LVE 

funds are used for events such as 
New Year’s Eve events, concerts, 

award shows and a myriad of 
other events which draw visitors. 
LVE funding averaged $6.8MM per 

year over the last 10 years. Funding for special events increased $3.5MM in FY 2016 to a 
budget of $10MM. The FY 2016 growth is related to increased funding for new events like 

Rock in Rio. This funding will increase in FY 2017 forward to incorporate a new sponsorship 
agreement with the National Finals Rodeo. The new contract secured the rodeo’s 
commitment to Las Vegas for the next 10 years. 

The LVCVA also directly funds special events (separate from LVE) which promote the brand 

of Las Vegas as well as targeting key visitor demographics at an average $1.4M per year 
for a variety of events including NASCAR. This funding will also increase in FY 2017 for 
additional sponsorships for the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association.  
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Operations 

The Operations function has the overall responsibility for the operation, maintenance, and 
safety of the LVCC and Cashman. Overall Operations costs have remained steady over the 

last 10 years. There was an increase in FY 2014 due to the financial reporting of certain 
departments in Operations for that year only. 
 

 

To help ensure the useful life of the facilities and equipment is fully realized, the LVCVA 
uses repair and maintenance expenditure accounts. These expenditures represent routine 
preventative maintenance and repair activities. Investments have stayed relatively 

consistent year-to-year and average approximately $2MM a year as maintenance contracts 
and operating repairs are performed to sustain the facilities assets during their general life 

spans. 

These amounts do not include items for large capital purchases, renovations and 

replacements which are budgeted in the Capital Fund and extend the useful life of facilities.   
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General Government 

The General Government 
function includes the Board 

of Directors, the Executive 
team including Legal and 
Internal Audit functions, 

Human Resources, Public 
Affairs and Finance 

departments.  
 
These departments provide 

organizational guidance, 
ensure compliance with laws 

and regulations, and provide 
support for the rest of the 

organization. Prior to FY 2008, Finance departments were included in the Operations 

Division. Overall, General Government expenditures represent approximately 5% of the 
total operating budget for the LVCVA. 

 

Staffing 

Prior to the recession, LVCVA had 

572 authorized positions. In order 
to balance budgets during the 
economic downturn, 67 positions 

were eliminated in July 2010. 
Since that time, the LVCVA has 

been very judicious at assessing 
staffing levels and only increases authorized positions to the most critical areas of need. A 
total of 10 new positions were authorized through FY 2015, all of which were security 

personnel. These new positions were deemed necessary to ensure the safety of employees 
and customers as LVCC footprint expanded through land acquisitions and global security 

concerns. In FY 2016, the Board approved a total of 14 new positions bringing total 
authorized positions to 529. Six of these positions were additional supplements to security 
staffing.  
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Salaries and benefits costs have averaged approximately 23% of total General Fund 
operating expenditures over the last 10 fiscal years. Operating expenditures represent the 

three major divisions in the General Fund: Marketing and Advertising, Operations, and 
General Government. Operating expenditures do not include resources allocated to debt 

service, capital programs or OPEB contributions. 

 

When comparing personnel costs to all funding allocations, including debt service, capital 
programs, and OPEB, salaries and benefits costs have averaged only 18% over the last 10 

fiscal years.  
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Other Uses 

Other uses of funds are usages of resources not categorized in government financials as 

expenditures. Other uses include transfers out which are legally authorized transfers of 
resources from one fund to another fund. Since almost all revenue is received in the General 

Fund, transfers must be made to the other funds in order to expend the money for specific 
uses. The LVCVA currently transfers funds out for the following purposes:  

Transfers to Capital – These funds are used for capital projects and to accumulate capital 
reserves. The use of these funds can be found in more detail in the Facility Capital 

Investment section. 

Transfers to Debt – These funds are used to pay all principal and interest payments on 
outstanding bonds. The use of these funds can be found in more detail in the Debt Service 

section. 

Transfers to OPEB – These transfers are used to fund a reserve for LVCVA’s Other Post-

Employment Benefits (OPEB) liability. This liability is related to actuarial determined cost of 
an implicit subsidiary for the LVCVA providing continued health insurance benefits to eligible 
employees after retirement. GASB established standards for how governmental employers 

should account for and report on OPEB through GASB Statement No. 45, Accounting and 
Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions. GASB 

determined that OPEB is part of the compensation that employees earn each year, even 
though these benefits are not received until after employment has ended. Therefore, the 
cost of these future benefits are reported as a part of the cost of providing public services 

today.  For additional information of the calculation of this liability, please refer to Note 11 
in the LVCVA CAFR.  

Credit rating agencies have indicated that addressing this liability to ensure long-term 
solvency will factor into their assessment of credit ratings for government entities. 

Accumulating funds specifically restricted for the OPEB liability is a fiscally responsible 
practice as it shows appropriate planning for future obligations and helps to ensure fiscal 
integrity of the entity. In September 2011, the Board approved a policy statement 

addressing OPEB and establishing a formal plan of action to fund the growing liability. The 
statement directed the creation of an internal service fund to account for cash held in 

reserve to offset the liability for post-employment benefits. It also established a target to 
fully fund the reserve deficit within a 10-year timeframe, beginning in FY 2013. After the 
initial deficit is funded, additional yearly transfers are anticipated to reduce when the 

contribution level is re-set to projected maintenance levels.  
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Allocation of Resources by Priority  
 

Another way to analyze a government budget is by determining funding priorities and 
allocating resources to those needs. The chart below shows the FY 2016 budgeted allocation 

of resources by priority which first identifies mandated restrictions, prioritized spending 
commitments, and then discretionary funds.  
 

‘Mandated’ expenditures include statutory and bond covenant obligations. These include 
payments for outstanding debt issuances and costs to operate and maintain the LVCC facility 

(including staffing). This category also includes remittance of the 10% collection allocation 
to the local jurisdictions, and the minimum 4% fund balance as required by NRS. 
Approximately 37% of total LVCVA resources are allocated to ‘mandated’ use annually. 

 
‘Commitments’ include staffing requirements for the General Government and Marketing 

divisions, operating costs of the Cashman facility pursuant to the deed assignment, the 
Board of Directors contingency account (board restricted for unforeseen disasters and 
extraordinary circumstances) and board-directed contributions to other post-employment 

benefits liability. These amounts total approximately 20% of available resources.   
 

The remaining amounts are ‘discretionary’ and reflect available funding for programs and 
initiatives that directly fulfill the LVCVA’s mission to drive visitation under statutory 

directive. Less than half (43%) of the LVCVA’s resources are truly ‘discretionary’ and 
available for prioritization or reprogramming each budget cycle. Of the discretionary 
resources, 75% are allocated to advertising and special events. Fifteen percent are used for 

domestic and international marketing programs and other marketing and sales initiatives. 
10% of discretionary funds are allocated to facility capital investments.  
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FACILITY CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

The operation of the convention center is a critical component of the LVCVA’s core mission 
to drive visitation. Tradeshow, convention, and meetings business have proven highly 

successful in filling rooms during midweek and slow leisure periods. As demonstrated in the 
LVCCD Strategic Master Plan, investment in the convention facility allows the LVCVA to 
protect and grow existing shows, as well as attract additional shows to the destination.   

Capital investments in the LVCC and Cashman are accomplished through two funding 

components.   

First, as demonstrated in the Operations section of this document, the annual budget 

process allocates routine repair and maintenance (R&M) funds to the appropriate division 
through General Fund accounts. These funds are used to maintain the original useful life of 
the facilities and equipment; they are not intended to renovate or expand the facility. 

Investments in R&M have averaged approximately $2MM per year over the last decade. 

 
 
Second, the LVCVA uses a separate set of funds (Capital Fund) to account for the acquisition 
of capital assets and capital improvement projects.   

 
Capital assets generally include furniture, fixtures, and equipment (FF&E); for example, 

tables, seating, forklifts, security vehicles, generators and other similar items. These items 
are funded through cash transfers from the General Fund. 
 

Capital improvement projects (CIP) are major and infrequent expenditures beyond routine 
R&M. Capital projects tend to be large in size and cost, sometimes take more than a year 

to complete, and have a long-term usefulness extending well beyond a single budget year.  
CIP examples include such things as new facility construction, major building rehabilitation, 
purchase of new seating or lighting, land acquisition, and parking lot repairs.  

 
Over the last decade, over $529MM has been invested in CIP, FF&E, and land acquisition. 

The majority of the CIP expenditures occurred between FY 2006 and FY 2010, reflecting 
early phases of a previous master plan for the LVCC. The plan included significant facility 
renovation, upgrades, and the expansion of meeting space, among other facility 

enhancements. Several pre-construction programs were underway when the recession 
began impacting the local economy in 2008. Because the construction program was phased, 

the LVCVA was able to suspend future phases of the enhancement plan, while completing 
projects that were already underway. The completed projects between FY 2006 and FY 2010 

included underground utility relocations, construction of the Metro Convention Center Area 
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Command, Data Command Center and Central Hall restroom renovations, among other 
programs. Many of these projects are beneficial to the current LVCCD expansion and 

renovation program as they represent critical projects that will not have to be included in 
the budget for LVCCD Phases Two and Three.  

 

 
 
Major CIP and FF&E investments over the last 10 years total nearly $200MM. In addition to 
the previous master plan projects discussed, investments from FY 2011 through FY 2015 

include exterior painting of the LVCC, interior carpet replacement in LVCC and Cashman, 
halide fixtures and lamp replacements, fire sprinkler upgrades, NV Energy backup feeder 

lines, central plant improvements and chillers. 
 

 
 

The LVCVA has demonstrated a plan to invest in its future by securing additional land and 
improving existing land to meet client needs. Over the last 10 years, capital funds have 

been allocated to re-paving, sealing and improving existing land parcels and parking lots to 
better service client needs. In addition, incremental land acquisitions have expanded the 
LVCC campus. NRS 244A.619 gives the LVCVA the authority to purchase, exchange and sell 

real property as an adjunct to carrying out its mission. The nature of a tradeshow-focused 
convention center limits vertical growth. In order to provide the ability to adequately expand 

exhibit space, land acquisition was necessary due to the full utilization of existing acreage.  
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The LVCC’s geographical urban location, with limited surrounding unimproved land, 
presented unique challenges. With the Board’s direction, the LVCVA developed a formal land 

acquisition strategy in 2010. Over the last decade, the LVCVA has actively monitored the 
real-estate market and land surrounding the campus in order to take advantage of 

contiguous parcel opportunities as they became available. Efforts have been successful and 
the LVCVA has added over 42 acres of contiguous land to the LVCC campus in the last 10 
years. The largest parcel was the purchase of the Rivera in FY 2015, which provided over 

26 acres to secure the LVCVA’s ability to meet both current and future expansion demands.  
In total, over $330MM has been allocated to land acquisition and improvements over the 

last 10 years. The LVCVA does not have current plans to pursue other large parcels in the 
near future. Additional small parcels contingent to the LVCC campus may be considered on 
a case by case basis, if they complement future expansion plans, are available at 

advantageous market prices, and if funding is available without compromising other CIP or 
operating programs. 

Capital Fund resources are limited to: 

 Monies transferred from the General Fund: During the annual budget process, 
funding is evaluated for replacement of existing assets that have failed or become 

obsolete or new acquisitions that will enhance and improve the efficiency and/or 
effectiveness of the LVCVA’s operations. Funding is also considered for capital 
improvement programs that are appropriate to fund through cash flow, in lieu of 

long-term borrowing. Some requests are deferred to subsequent years for future 
consideration based on limited funding availability, especially during periods of 

economic downturns that affect LVCVA revenue streams.  
 Proceeds from borrowings: Large, multi-year, high-cost capital projects are often 

funded through debt programs. These instruments are discussed in more detail in 

the Financing Environment and Available Instruments section of this document. 
However, many factors are considered prior to using debt to fund CIP. Most 

importantly, borrowing decisions are driven by an affordability analysis that projects 
the share of the LVCVA’s budget that will be devoted to pay principal and interest 
obligations over the debt horizon. 

 Interest earnings: Interest earned on unexpended capital funds is available to be 
programmed for capital needs. Interest rates over the most recent period have been 

at historical lows and any interest earnings have been negligible in terms of funding 
major capital programs. Although rates may rise in the future, the LVCVA does not 
carry large unexpended balances that would generate substantial cash flow. Capital 

funds are budgeted based on highest priority and best use each budget cycle. 
 Unexpended fund balances: These funds roll each fiscal year through ending fund 

balance. They are then re-programmed into capital programs with the next budget 
cycle. There are no statutory or regulatory requirements to maintain a specific excess 
of assets over liabilities in the Capital Fund.   

Factors that can influence an increase or decrease in the capital expenditure accounts are: 

 Older parts of the facility are updated and modernized as appropriate to maintain 
operational soundness as funding is available. Land acquisition costs affect year-over-

year comparability. 
 Due to the number of shows and events using the exhibit halls and meeting rooms, 

projects must wait for an open time frame before proceeding. 
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 National and international events, such as economic downturns, can determine if 
capital improvement projects will be deferred until future years.  

 The LVCVA uses the construction work–in-progress account to fund various on-site 
improvements that have multi-year completion horizons.  

As of June 30, 2015, the LVCVA held net assets totaling $661.2MM. The amount of 
outstanding debt associated with those assets is $498.6MM. For every $1 of debt the LVCVA 

has, it has net assets worth $1.33.  Attachments to this document include a 10 Year Capital 
Investment in Facilities summary, detailing some of the major capital improvements 

projects over the period.   

DEBT SERVICE  

The LVCVA’s current outstanding debt balance is $745,280,000.  

 $267.5MM of the outstanding debt is related to the LVCVA’s obligation to issue bonds 
on behalf of NDOT resort corridor infrastructure improvements, originating from 2007 

legislative bill AB 595. These debt obligations extend through FY 2039.  
 $179.6MM of the outstanding debt is related to Phase One of the LVCCD and the 

purchase of the Riviera Hotel & Casino site.  

 $115.4MM of the outstanding debt is related to land acquisitions of the Platinum Lot 
and Sierra Vista Drive which added approximately 37 adjacent acres between 1996 

and 2013 to the existing footprint.  
 $102.5MM of the outstanding debt is related to the remaining balances on debt issued 

over the past years for renovation and expansions, including the South Hall and Gold 

Lot (Landmark property which is approximately 21 acres).  
 $80.3MM of the outstanding debt is the remaining amount due on projects related to 

the LVCC Improvement Project FY 2007-2010 started prior to the recession, including 
building construction for Metro Police Department Convention Center Area Command, 
land for the Clark County Fire Department Station, underground utilities and the Data 

Command Center. 
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The above chart illustrates LVCVA’s fixed rate long-term debt service obligations. The 
largest component of current and future debt supports tourism corridor transportation 

infrastructure projects for NDOT. The NDOT obligations extend through FY 2039. Other debt 
has been utilized to fund previous capital improvement projects and land acquisitions, 
including the entirety of LVCCD Phase One.  

The chart demonstrates there is no significant reduction in debt service over the next several 

fiscal years. Accordingly, the LVCVA has limited additional capacity under current operations 
to complete additional debt financed capital projects, most importantly LVCCD Phases Two 
and Three. The moderate remaining additional capacity under the current structure is 

reflected in Pro Forma Scenario A later in this document and discussed in the Debt Capacity 
section.  
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FINANCING ENVIRONMENT AND AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTS 

Ongoing operations and routine capital repairs are funded with available operating 

revenues. Large capital projects and property acquisitions are typically funded through debt 
financing. As a government agency, the LVCVA’s debt financing opportunities are more 
narrow than the private sector. LVCVA debt is considered Municipal debt (Muni) and is 

limited to financing vehicles allowed by Nevada legislation.  

Muni financing in Nevada is generally achieved through long-term bonds. Bonds can be sold 

at a public sale or placed directly with a bank or financial institution. Bonds can also be sold 
as taxable or tax-exempt. Structuring options are based on affordability, the useful life of 

the asset financed, and project cash flow requirements.  

The LVCVA has the option of issuing two types of backed bonds. Bonds issued solely by 

LVCVA are secured by a pledge of net revenues (detailed discussion below); these bonds 
(Revenue Bonds) also require a reserve fund as additional security. A reserve fund is 

generally one year’s debt service which is set aside and can only be used for the payment 
of debt service on the bonds it secures. The deposit to the reserve fund can come from 
existing resources or bond proceeds. In certain market conditions, a surety bond may be 

purchased in lieu of a cash reserve.  

LVCVA also has the option of issuing bonds with a general obligation pledge of Clark County 
as additional security (GO/Revenue Bonds). State statute allows for the issuance of general 
obligation bonds but limits the amount of GO/Revenue Bonds LVCVA can have outstanding 

to 5% of the County’s assessed value.   

NRS 244A.653 A county whose population is 700,000 or more shall not become 
indebted for those county recreational purposes under the provisions of NRS 
244A.597 to 244A.655, inclusive, by the issuance of general obligation bonds and 

other general obligation securities, other than any notes or warrants maturing within 
1 year from the respective dates of their issuance, but excluding any outstanding 

revenue bonds, special assessment bonds or other special obligation securities, and 
excluding any outstanding general obligation notes and warrants, exceeding 5 
percent of the total last assessed valuation of the taxable property in the county. 

In order to issue GO/Revenue Bonds, LVCVA must receive the approval of the Debt 

Management Commission and the County Commission. In the event LVCVA resources are 
insufficient to repay these bonds, property taxes would be levied to repay the bonds. 
Although the LVCVA has utilized the pledge since the 1960’s, the property tax pledge has 

never been called upon. Prudent budgeting, long term affordability planning, and a high 
debt coverage ratio have ensured the LVCVA’s revenues sufficiently cover all debt 

obligations. Even during the most recent recession, when room tax declined by more than 
33%, the LVCVA’s ability to meet all debt obligations was never compromised. 

74% ($552.4MM) of the LVCVA’s current outstanding debt are general obligation bonds and 
26% ($192.9MM) are revenue bonds. 

LVCVA Bonds are rated by Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s against a municipal bond rating 
scale, which is quite distinct from corporate rating practices. Compared to corporate rating 

systems, ratings for municipal obligations place considerable weight on an overall 
assessment of the organization’s financial position and management oversight, not just the 
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projected revenues or debt service requirements underlying the specific debt purpose. 
Municipal ratings are considered within a very small band of creditworthiness because 

municipal investors are highly risk averse. These investors are primarily concerned about 
the safety and liquidity of their investment, not the yield. The tax-exempt municipal market 

is looking for a very low risk component of their portfolio. They seek a guaranteed return 
OF their investment as more critical than a return ON their investment. In exchange for 
that, investors are willing to accept a lower rate.   

 

RECENT CREDIT RATINGS Moody’s 
Standard 
& Poor’s 

REVENUE: 
LVCVA Pledged Revenue Bonds 

A1 A+ 

GENERAL OBLIGATION: 
LVCVA Pledged Revenues backed by Clark County Ad Valorem 

Aa1 AA 

 
 

LVCVA bonds are governed by Nevada statutes, the Security and Exchange Commission 
(SEC), Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). 
Those agencies impose regulatory constraints including spend-down timelines, use 

restrictions and arbitrage restrictions. There must be a reasonable expectation that the 
proceeds will be spent within three years when tax exempt bonds are issued. 

 
LVCVA long-term debt obligations are also subject to restrictive debt covenants, including 
certain revenue levels and revenue/expense ratios. Debt coverage is the ratio of pledged 

revenues to related debt service for a given year. Debt covenants require 1.5 times 
coverage ratio and LVCVA debt policy, which is reviewed annually, targets a minimum 

coverage ratio of 3.0 due to the current single-source revenue structure. Coverage may be 
re-assessed if there is a significant change in revenue structure, sources, and diversification.  

Bond covenants define Pledged Revenues as Gross Revenues less Operating and 
Maintenance (O&M) Expenses.  

 Gross Revenues are the total of Facilities Revenues plus Room Tax & Gaming Fees plus all 

investment income from any fund or account established under the Bond resolution less 

collections allocations at 10%.  

 O & M Expenses are expenses of the LVCVA, paid or accrued, of operating, maintaining and 

repairing the facilities (i.e. all operating expenses EXCLUDING the cost associated with the 

sales, marketing and promotion efforts of Las Vegas & surrounding areas). 

Bonds are generally issued with the ability for redemption prior to maturity. As market 
conditions allow, LVCVA takes advantage of such opportunities to refinance outstanding 

bonds for debt service savings. In the last 10 years, LVCVA has achieved present value 
savings of approximately $13.2MM by refunding bonds. 

 
The LVCVA will continue evaluating potential public-private partnerships (P3) interest from 
the private sector and its appropriateness for limited components of the LVCCD, while 

carefully measuring the significant financial and legal risks associated with a long -term 
partnership with a private partner. A P3 is generally any arrangement in which partners 

from both sectors share the risks and rewards of delivering and/or operating the asset over 
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an extended time period. P3’s are not nearly as well developed or standardized as the 
municipal bond market and at this point most studies suggest P3 alternatives are good 

complements to tax-exempt financing, but not good alternatives. Most importantly, while a 
P3 may escalate the timeline to finalize a capital program, it does not reduce funding 

requirements and, in fact, may escalate them.  Accordingly, the LVCVA will undertake 
significant risk assessment procedures and engage qualified legal representation to provide 
counsel on all proposed P3 arrangements and the underlying terms and conditions. 

 
The LVCVA continuously investigates options that will provide the best overall value in 

funding capital projects, but innovative financing techniques are unlikely to provide the 
additional capacity required to finance Phases Two and Three of the LVCCD under existing 
resources. As the financing plan moves forward, LVCVA will continue to review alternative 

financing structures and will incorporate such structures into its overall financing plan if 
determined to be financially and operationally appropriate. In prior years, LVCVA took 

advantage of the Build America Bond program due to the financial advantages it provided. 
P3’s, grants, EB5 and any other options will be evaluated based on legality and financial 
risk.   
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DEBT CAPACITY 

The LVCVA began re-assessing its debt capacity to finance a significant capital improvement 

program once recessionary declines abated and economic conditions stabilized. Finance 
staff evaluated projected future available resources in 2012. Estimates indicated capacity 
to fund a capital program of up to $500MM could be supported in increments over the 

ensuing 10-year period.  

SPF conducted a debt capacity analysis for the LVCVA in late 2012. The results of their 

analysis reflected a capacity of just over $520MM, given issuance in increments over the 
following 10-year timeframe (FY 2013 – FY 2023).   

JNA first evaluated the LVCVA’s debt capacity in 2013, the results of which were comparable 

to previous internal and external analyses.   

In 2014, HVS conducted a Financial Strategy Study, a component of which included an 

evaluation of LVCVA debt capacity. Once again, the results of that independent assessment 
was comparable to the previous independent analyses by staff, SPF, and JNA.  

JNA has continuously worked with staff to update those projections as economic conditions 

change and actual financial results are reported.    

In alignment with the capacity assessments validated by multiple experts, the LVCVA issued 

over $360MM between 2012 and 2015 to accomplish Phase One of the LVCCD. Funds have 
been allocated to land acquisition, demolition, and site preparation. These financing 
programs are supported by existing revenue streams and do not require new sources of 

funding.  

 

CURRENT ASSESSMENT OF FUTURE DEBT CAPACITY 

 

Based on the most recent update to the LVCCD pro forma, the LVCVA has minimal 

near-term capacity to support Phases Two and Three of the LVCCD.  
 

Applying customary conservative bonding assumptions, current resources may 
support an additional bonding capacity of approximately $100MM by FY 2019/20. 
 

An additional bonding capacity of up to $200MM may be supported by FY 2023/24, 
due to the maturation and retirement of existing bond principal.    

 
Cumulatively, the LVCVA’s capacity to issue new debt over the next five 

to ten years is approximately $300MM, the majority of which is not 
accessible until after FY 2019/2020.  
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY - FUNDING GAP 

As demonstrated in the pro forma analysis, new revenue streams will be required to support 

the capital financing program for LVCCD Phases Two and Three.   

Initial annual funding gap is estimated at $80MM.   

Actual new revenues may require pro forma adjustments for growth projections based on 
the nature of the revenues and demonstrated trends, if available.  

 

ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION AVAILABLE 

In order to provide up-to-date relevant financial information to stakeholders and the public 
at large, the LVCVA has a Funding & Finance page on www.lvcva.com which is updated 
every few months and provides a variety of financial information for current and past 

periods. It has proven to be a fitting vehicle to provide interested parties transparent and 
timely access to LVCVA’s financial documents.  

Information available on this site includes a summary of economic conditions tracked by 
the LVCVA’s staff and a financial status update highlighting some key financial information 

that investors and other stakeholders commonly request. A variety of financial documents 
are also available for immediate viewing including five years of CAFRs and PAFRs. A link to 

the most recent continuing SEC disclosures is provided. The site also includes the annual 
budget book for the most recent five years and three years of Budget in Brief documents 
staff provides to the Board and public when the original LVCVA budget is adopted. The 

LVCVA also posts the last five quarterly budget and statistical reports presented to the 
Board of Directors as well as key financial policies, key contract information of finance staff, 

and other investor information. Please visit http://www.lvcva.com/finance to view any of 
the materials described.   

In addition, all of LVCVA’s required bond documentation including issuance documents, 
trading information, continuing disclosures and rating information can be obtained without 

charge on Electronic Municipal Market Access (EMMA) website at http://emma.msrb.org/. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.lvcva.com/
http://www.lvcva.com/finance/
http://emma.msrb.org/
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PRO FORMA(S) 

Pro forma statements have been developed to project future financial results, incorporate 

anticipated operating impacts of the LVCCD, project capital financing requirements for 
LVCCD Phases Two and Three, and to estimate the amount of the resources required to 

support the capital financing program. Long‐term projections are highly uncertain and rely 

on numerous assumptions about economic and fiscal factors. Many different assumptions 
are possible; thus, these pro formas are not considered a fixed plan for balancing revenues 

to expenditures in future years.   
 
The pro forma development included analyses of historical trends across varying revenue 

sources and expenditures, as described in detail in earlier sections of this document. These 
trends were a part of the basis for developing a series of complex assumptions to project 

future results.  

Because this is a long-range planning document, rather than a budget, some revenue 

sources were consolidated to simplify the presentation. Complex general ledger accounts 
and cost centers are also aggregated by core division or functional purpose.   

 
Two individual pro formas were developed to provide management with a planning 
document to be used for decision-making: 

Scenario A: This pro forma presents current business operations and projects the LVCVA’s 

ability to support current debt and operations through 2030. It also demonstrates the 
capacity of the LVCVA to issue approximately $300MM in new debt over the next five to ten 
years under the existing revenue structure. Most new debt capacity would not be accessible 

until after FY 2019/20, as existing bonds mature. Scenario A does not incorporate LVCCD 
revenues, expenditures or capital financing program.   

Scenario B: This pro forma reflects existing operating projections in Scenario A and 
incorporates the projected LVCCD operating revenues and expenditures generated by the 

new exhibit hall expansion. It also includes the debt service requirements related to the 
construction costs of Phase Two and Three. This is essentially the “all-in” pro forma. 

Scenario B demonstrates that new revenue streams totaling $80MM in the first full year of 
collection would support the financing program. 
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The pro forma includes numerical designation of major line items, itemized from 1 to 21.  
These numbers can be used to cross-reference between the discussions that follow and 

the pro forma(s).   

PRO FORMA ASSUMPTIONS - REVENUES  

No other agency is more optimistic about the future growth potential for Las Vegas. We feel 
it is highly probable Southern Nevada will experience periods of dynamic growth higher than 
reflected by year in the pro formas. However, that optimism is balanced by the likelihood 

that some years may be negatively impacted by economic volatility or other disruptions 
within the travel and tourism sector. Accordingly, the pro formas incorporate conservative 

but realistic, and historical trend based revenue projections. If projections are too 
aggressive, under-realized revenues could impact the future ability to meet debt service 
obligations and to fund core mission to drive visitation through marketing programs. 

 
1. Room tax: 

 Scenario A reflects an annual increase of 3% through FY 2030. 
 Scenario B reflects an annual average increase of 3% through FY 2023, 4% annual 

increases from FY 2024 through FY 2027, and 5% increases from FY 2028 through FY 

2030.   
 The future growth increase in Scenario B is attributable to the expanded facility 

availability to host new shows, which is anticipated to drive room tax through 
incremental new visitation and ADR pressure.   

 

2. Gaming fees: 
 Scenarios A & B reflect annual average decreases of 1% starting in FY 2018, through FY 

2030, due to diminishing trends over the last 10 years. 
 
3. Building Partner Contributions: 

 Scenario B reflects two potential non-recurring capital contributions of $10MM each 
during the construction period of the new expansion. These contributions are further 

shown as expended for facility investment in the capital section of the pro forma.  
Contributions provided by building partners will be used for enhancements to the facility 

related to the provision of services by those providers. For example, a contribution from 
the food and beverage concessionaire will be specifically targeted for agreed upon 
enhancements to kitchen facilities and food outlet locations. These revenues do not 

provide additional debt capacity as they are one-time contributions rather than annual 
funding streams.  

 
4. New LVCCD Revenue Sources: 
 Scenario B reflects projected new annual revenues required to support the LVCCD capital 

financing program. Assuming new revenue streams become effective January 1, 2017, 
six months of potential revenue generation would be recorded to FY 2017. The half-year 

value is projected at $40MM, meaning the first full year of new revenue value is 
estimated at $80MM. Annual growth is approximately 3% as the actual revenue sources 
are undetermined; therefore, trend analysis is unavailable. 
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5. LVCC Facility Use: 
 This section reflects projected annual revenues from the various categories of facility 

use at the LVCC campus, including exhibit halls, meeting rooms, parking, technology 
commissions, food & beverage commissions, and other smaller categories.  

 The LVCC is fundamentally at full utilization, so growth in facility use revenue from new 
show bookings is negligible without additional space.    

 Scenarios A & B reflect the following assumptions: 

o Each fiscal year is affected by the scheduled rotation of several major shows. For 
example, CONEXPO-CON/AGG is scheduled every three years, usually resulting in 

a revenue premium during that year. PACK EXPO LAS VEGAS is scheduled every 
two years, resulting in a slightly smaller premium. Due to the periodic overlap of 
these two major shows every six years, there is a higher premium in those years.  

The years with only one, or neither, of these shows reflects a representative 
decrease in facility use revenue.  

o Scheduled rate increases have been built in over the next two fiscal years – 33 
cents per square foot in FY 2016 and 35 cents in FY 2018. The rate increases will 
not affect multi-year leases that were executed prior to board approval. For that 

reason, facility use growth as a result of the rate increases is reflected in 
increments over the course of FY 2016 through FY 2020. Facility use revenue 

reflects a growth rate of 17% by outlying comparable show years. The rate 
increases are not reflective of year-over-year growth, but are instead a product 

of comparing similar show rotation years.  
 

6. LVCCD Expansion Facility Use: 

 Scenario B reflects incremental new facility use revenues, tied to the availability of new 
space from the LVCCD expansion. 

 No additional revenues are anticipated during the construction phase of the expansion. 
 Once the expansion is open, the new facility will provide swing space to support existing 

shows during renovation on the North, South and Central Halls. FY 2020 through FY 

2023 reflects a 5% annual increase in total facility use, from incremental additional 
utilization of available square footage, as compared to Scenario A. 

 Facility use revenue from the expanded facility grows incrementally from 16% in FY 2024 
to approximately 32% by FY 2030, reflecting a full utilization of the expanded facility, 
as compared to Scenario A.   

 
7. Cashman Facility Use: 

 Scenarios A & B reflect annual revenue growth of 2%.     
 
8. Other Revenues: 

 Scenarios A & B reflect annual revenue growth of 2%. 
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PRO FORMA ASSUMPTIONS - EXPENDITURES & USES  

In Scenario B, expenditure growth for operations and support functions is aligned with the 
additional facility square footage created in the LVCCD expansion. The expansion is 

anticipated to increase leasable square footage by approximately 30%, which is the 
approximate direct operating expenditure growth. Division expenses include salary and 

benefit costs and operating supply and service accounts.   

9. General Government Division: 

 Scenario A reflects annual average increases of 4% through FY 2030. 
 Scenarios B reflects annual average increases of approximately 5% due to administrative 

and operational costs related to the facility expansion.  
 General Government includes cost centers for the Board of Directors, Executive, Finance, 

Human Resources, Public Affairs, Legal and Internal Audit functions.  

 
10.Marketing Division: 

 Scenario A reflects annual average increases of 3% through FY 2030. 
 Scenarios B reflects annual average increases of 4% due to Convention Sales and 

Services support costs related to the facility expansion.  

 Marketing includes cost centers for Sales, Research, Digital Marketing, Brand Strategy, 
Strategic Planning, Convention Services, and Visitor Information Centers. 

 
11.Advertising: 
 Scenarios A & B reflect annual average increases of 2% through FY 2030. 

 LVCVA’s philosophy is that room tax revenue is derived from marketing and advertising 
the destination. Therefore, it is imperative to reinvest a portion of room tax revenues 

back into programs to drive additional visitation.  
 Advertising expenditures grow throughout the period and average 36% of room tax 

collections through FY 2030. 

 
12.Special Events (LVE and LVCVA): 

 Scenarios A & B reflect annual average increases of 1% through FY 2030. 
 Funding for special events grew from $5MM in FY 2009 to $10MM in FY 2016, primarily 

related to funding for a new 10-year agreement with National Finals Rodeo, as well as 
the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association and sponsorships for evolving music 
festivals. 

 The recent growth was exceptional and is not expected to be the trend forward. 
 Total expenditures for Special Events is reflected to grow each year until FY 2021 where 

it stabilizes at $15MM annually.        
 
13.LVCC Operations: 

 Scenario A reflects annual average increases of almost 4% through FY 2030. 
 Scenario B increases are staggered in over the pro forma horizon, in correlation to 

anticipated new leasable space coming online.  By FY 2026, Operations are projected to 
increase 30% over current levels, in alignment with the increase in facility space.  

 LVCC Operations includes all facility operating costs including personnel, utilities, 

supplies and services, and R&M activities. 
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14.Cashman Operations: 
 Scenarios A & B reflect annual average increases of 3% through FY 2030. 

 No additional impact is anticipated from the LVCCD expansion. 
 

15.Collection Allocation: 
 Collection Allocation is directly tied a 10% formula applied to room tax and gaming fee 

receipts; therefore, collection allocation expenditures increase over the pro forma 

horizon in alignment with those revenues streams in each scenario. 
 

16.Capital Fund – Transfers for routine capital, FF&E: 
 These amounts reflect annual transfers to the Capital Fund, which are used for facility 

capital improvements beyond normal R&M, major CIP programs, and the routine 

replacement and additions of furniture, fixtures, equipment, and vehicles.   
 Annual transfers may not represent actual expenditures each fiscal year. Unspent monies 

in the Capital Fund are held in reserve for future year capital programs. 
 Scenario A reflects transfers of $2.8MM in FY 2017 growing to $15MM by FY 2020.  

Transfers increase to $20MM annually from FY 2021 through FY 2030.  

 Scenario B reflects transfers increasing to $30MM annually by FY 2026, reflective of the 
escalated requirements to maintain new facility space as a result of the expansion. In 

FY 2017 – FY 2023 capital transfers are reduced as compared to Scenario A, as the new 
facility is being built and renovation of the existing facility would occur. This would reduce 

the need for regular capital improvements funding during these years.  
 

17.Capital Fund – Transfers for LVCCD Facility Reserves and Reinvestment: 

 Scenario A does not reflect additional facility investment or reserve accumulation.  
 Scenario B reflects the investment of $20MM of non-recurring building partner 

contributions to enhance ancillary client support services. This is discussed in more detail 
in the Pro Forma Assumptions - Revenue section. 

 Scenario B also reflects allocations of supplemental funds post-construction, starting in 

FY 2023, to ensure the expanded facility is maintained at appropriate standards. These 
amounts represent the projected difference between “new” revenue authorized to 

support the LVCCD and the annual debt service for Phases Two and Three.  The funds 
will be allocated for reinvestment in the facility for future upgrades, modernization and 
improvements based on future client needs.  

 Scenario B reflects that ongoing business operations, inclusive of the expansion, can be 
supported without reliance on new revenue streams. 

 
18.OPEB Fund Transfers: 
 OPEB transfers are in compliance with GASB guidance to set aside restricted reserves 

for the LVCVA’s future OPEB liability.   
 Scenarios A & B reflect moderate annual increases to $6.5MM per year until FY 2022.  

These years include “catch-up” contributions for prior years to address the OPEB liability, 
as directed by the LVCVA Board of Directors. 

 Annual contributions reduce to $3.5MM in FY 2023, when the contribution level is re-set 

to projected maintenance levels. Moderate annual growth of 2% is reflected from FY 
2024 through FY 2030. 
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19.Transfers Out for Debt and PayGo Capital Financing: 
 Scenario A reflects current debt service obligations through FY 2030. The debt service 

allocations are broken out by underlying purposes (NDOT, LVCC, LVCCD Phase One, 
etc.). As depicted in the pro forma, the first modest decline in existing debt occurs in FY 

2020, followed by a second moderate decline in FY 2027. 
 Scenario A also layers on potential additional debt capacity in future years, as affordable 

and while maintaining appropriate fund balance levels and debt coverage rates. 

 Scenario B incorporates projected financing requirements to support LVCCD Phases Two 
and Three. Construction funding will be accomplished through a combination of PayGo 

and debt programs. Underlying future debt assumes: 
o Multiple series of municipal bond issuances will be aligned with the construction 

programs, phased from 2017 through 2021. 

o Future market rates are conservatively forecast between 5% and 5.25%. Although 
municipal bond rates are currently trending at less than 4%, the multi-year 

horizon for the construction program requires an expectation that rates will 
increase over time.      

o Short term borrowings may be utilized for flexible access to funds, and to bridge 

the gap between construction funding drawdowns and the periodic issuance of 
long term fixed bonds.  

 
20.Board Reserve for Contingency: 

 Scenarios A & B reflect a fixed amount of $500,000 annually through FY 2030. 
 The board contingency is adopted at the beginning of each budget cycle and is restricted 

for the discretionary use of the Board of Directors.   

 Budget amounts are transferred to an appropriate general ledger account based on 
board directed use of the funds, if necessary. 

 
21.Ending Fund Balance: 

 Based on Nevada Administrative Code 354.650‐660, a minimum unreserved fund 

balance of 4.0% of budgeted General Fund operating expenditures must be maintained. 
 The LVCVA fiscal practice is to target a budgeted ending fund balance up to 16.0% to 

prepare for potential variances in economic conditions without detriment to operations. 
 Scenario A reflects an average ending fund balance of 11% from FY 2017 through FY 

2030, as a result of allocating expected fund balance reserves to new debt capacity. 

 Scenario B reflects an average ending fund balance of 15% from FY 2017 through FY 
2030, subsequent to building on the entirety of the LVCCD capital financing program 

revenues and costs. Ending fund balance increases to just over 20% by FY 2028; 
however, that is a very long time horizon during which unseen economic events or 

operating conditions will likely occur. Therefore, actual realization of this balance is 
highly dependent on outside influences. This projected balance provides protection to 
investors and the public that all LVCVA commitments will be fulfilled as well as affords 

future generations the ability to adjust to current market conditions by directing 
unrestricted resources. 

 

 

 

 



REVISED

FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 FY 2024 FY 2025 FY 2026 FY 2027 FY 2028 FY 2029 FY 2030

ACTUAL BUDGET PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED

REVENUES & SOURCES:

TAXES & FEES

1   ROOM TAX 239,318,802   245,100,000    252,453,000            260,026,590            267,827,388            275,862,209            284,138,076            292,662,218            301,442,084      310,485,347        319,799,907      329,393,905      339,275,722      349,453,993      359,937,613      370,735,742      

2   GAMING FEES 1,726,843       1,750,000        1,750,000                 1,732,500                 1,715,175                 1,698,023                 1,681,043                 1,664,233                 1,647,590          1,631,114            1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          

3   BUILDING PARTNER CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                      -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

4   NEW LVCCD REVENUE SOURCES -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                      -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

TOTAL TAXES & FEES 241,045,645   246,850,000    254,203,000            261,759,090            269,542,563            277,560,233            285,819,119            294,326,450            303,089,675      312,116,461        321,414,711      331,008,708      340,890,525      351,068,797      361,552,416      372,350,545      

USE OF FACILITIES

5 CONVENTION CENTER (LVCC):

  EXHIBIT HALLS, MEETING ROOMS, PARKING, TECHNOLOGY 40,605,461     41,027,000      44,660,000               42,350,000               42,966,000               51,744,000               44,968,000               44,352,000               49,126,000        46,046,000          43,736,000        54,824,000        43,736,000        46,046,000        51,436,000        47,427,000        

  CATERING/CONCESSIONS/OTHER 6,488,684       6,495,000        7,540,000                 7,150,000                 7,254,000                 8,736,000                 7,592,000                 7,488,000                 8,294,000          7,774,000            7,384,000          9,256,000          7,384,000          7,774,000          8,684,000          8,006,250          

6 LVCCD EXPANSION:

  EXHIBIT HALLS, MEETING ROOMS, PARKING, TECHNOLOGY -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                      -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

  CATERING/CONCESSIONS/OTHER -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                      -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

7 CASHMAN  CENTER:

  EXHIBIT HALLS, MEETING ROOMS, PARKING, TECHNOLOGY 1,815,341       1,651,000        1,684,020                 1,717,700                 1,752,054                 1,787,095                 1,822,837                 1,859,294                 1,896,480          1,934,410            1,973,098          2,012,560          2,052,811          2,093,867          2,135,745          2,178,459          

  CATERING/CONCESSIONS/OTHER 92,283             85,000              86,700                      88,434                      90,203                      92,007                      93,847                      95,724                      97,638                99,591                  101,583             103,615             105,687             107,801             109,957             112,156             

TOTAL USE OF FACILITIES 49,001,769     49,258,000      53,970,720               51,306,134               52,062,257               62,359,102               54,476,684               53,795,018               59,414,118        55,854,001          53,194,681        66,196,174        53,278,498        56,021,668        62,365,701        57,723,865        

OTHER:

8 TOTAL OTHER 3,328,707       3,346,400        3,410,146                 3,475,167                 3,541,488                 3,609,136                 3,678,137                 3,748,517                 3,820,306          3,893,530            3,968,219          4,044,401          4,122,107          4,201,367          4,282,212          4,364,675          

TOTAL REVENUES & SOURCES 293,376,121   299,454,400   311,583,866            316,540,391            325,146,308            343,528,471            343,973,940            351,869,986            366,324,099     371,863,992       378,577,610     401,249,283     398,291,130     411,291,831     428,200,330     434,439,085     

EXPENDITURES:

9   GENERAL GOVERNMENT 14,322,106     17,930,500      19,534,915               20,131,627               20,746,668               21,380,603               22,034,018               22,707,515               23,401,716        24,117,262          24,854,814        25,615,055        26,398,686        27,206,433        28,039,045        28,897,291        

10   MARKETING 34,725,318     37,650,800      38,780,324               39,943,734               41,142,046               42,376,307               43,647,596               44,957,024               46,305,735        47,694,907          49,125,754        50,599,527        52,117,513        53,681,038        55,291,469        56,950,213        

11   ADVERTISING 93,148,972     95,500,000      97,000,000               99,000,000               101,000,000            103,500,000            106,000,000            108,500,000            111,000,000      113,500,000        116,000,000      119,000,000      122,000,000      125,000,000      128,000,000      131,000,000      

12   SPECIAL EVENTS 8,765,599       13,035,600      13,426,668               13,829,468               14,244,352               14,671,683               15,000,000               15,000,000               15,000,000        15,000,000          15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        

13   LVCC OPERATIONS 35,508,579     39,100,860      41,249,886               42,487,382               43,762,004               45,074,864               46,427,110               47,819,923               49,254,521        50,732,156          52,254,121        53,821,745        55,436,397        57,099,489        58,812,474        60,576,848        

14   CASHMAN OPERATIONS 3,945,398       4,344,540        4,474,876                 4,609,122                 4,747,396                 4,889,818                 5,036,513                 5,187,608                 5,343,236          5,503,533            5,668,639          5,838,698          6,013,859          6,194,275          6,380,103          6,571,507          

15   COLLECTION ALLOCATION 24,104,565     24,685,000      25,420,300               26,175,909               26,954,256               27,756,023               28,581,912               29,432,645               30,308,967        31,211,646          32,141,471        33,100,871        34,089,052        35,106,880        36,155,242        37,235,054        

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 214,520,536   232,247,300    239,886,969            246,177,243            252,596,722            259,649,298            266,727,149            273,604,715            280,614,176      287,759,505        295,044,800      302,975,896      311,055,508      319,288,115      327,678,333      336,230,913      

TRANSFERS OUT - CAPITAL & OPEB:

16   CAPITAL FUND - ROUTINE CAPITAL, FF&E 21,500,000 14,000,000 2,750,000 5,000,000 10,000,000 15,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000

17   LVCCD FACILITY RESERVES/REINVESTMENT -                    -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             

18   OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 3,500,000 4,500,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,500,000 6,500,000 6,500,000 3,500,000 3,570,000 3,641,400 3,714,228 3,788,513 3,864,283 3,941,568 4,020,400

TOTAL TRANSFERS OUT - CAPITAL & OPEB 25,000,000     18,500,000      7,750,000                 11,000,000               16,000,000               21,500,000               26,500,000               26,500,000               23,500,000        23,570,000          23,641,400        23,714,228        23,788,513        23,864,283        23,941,568        24,020,400        

TRANSFERS OUT - DEBT & PAYGO: `

  DEBT SERVICE NDOT 19,001,073 21,190,858 19,143,562 19,147,635 19,153,476 19,165,791 19,167,103 19,167,166 19,152,827 19,156,023 19,139,858 19,136,834 19,125,727 19,119,774 19,110,404 19,097,155

  DEBT SERVICE LVCC 32,169,532 30,674,318 30,691,918 30,583,180 30,646,068 13,924,968 13,992,118 14,454,058 14,465,543 14,446,618 14,459,618 14,456,618 9,040,868 9,036,868 9,051,368 9,057,868

  DEBT SERVICE LVCCD - PHASE ONE - LAND  3,818,117 8,359,749 8,363,646 8,467,046 8,466,896 11,940,696 11,986,646 11,982,546 11,984,996 11,991,396 12,001,096 12,031,646 12,069,140 12,085,790 12,079,290 12,140,690

  DEBT SERVICE LVCCD - PHASE ONE - LAND (JPM LOC) -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             6,000,000                 6,000,000                 6,000,000                 6,000,000          6,000,000            6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          

  LVCVA CAPACITY FOR DEBT FY 2017 - FY2023 -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             5,000,000                 5,000,000                 5,000,000                 5,000,000          5,000,000            5,000,000          5,000,000          5,000,000          5,000,000          5,000,000          5,000,000          

  LVCVA CAPACITY FOR DEBT FY 2024 - FY2030 -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                             -                      -                        5,000,000          10,000,000        10,000,000        15,000,000        20,000,000        20,000,000        

19 TOTAL TRANSFERS OUT DEBT & PAYGO 54,988,722     60,224,925      58,199,126               58,197,861               58,266,440               56,031,455               56,145,867               56,603,770               56,603,366        56,594,037          61,600,572        66,625,098        61,235,735        66,242,432        71,241,062        71,295,713        

20 BOARD RESERVE FOR CONTINGENCY -                   500,000           500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000             500,000                500,000             500,000             500,000             500,000             500,000             500,000             

TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES 294,509,258   311,472,225   306,336,095            315,875,104            327,363,162            337,680,753            349,873,016            357,208,485            361,217,542     368,423,542       380,786,772     393,815,222     396,579,755     409,894,830     423,360,963     432,047,026     

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING 34,720,317 33,587,182 21,569,357 26,817,128 27,482,415 25,265,561 31,113,279 25,214,203 19,875,703 24,982,260 28,422,710 26,213,548 33,647,609 35,358,984 36,755,985 41,595,352

21 FUND BALANCE, ENDING 33,587,181 21,569,357 26,817,128 27,482,415 25,265,561 31,113,279 25,214,203 19,875,703 24,982,260 28,422,710 26,213,548 33,647,609 35,358,984 36,755,985 41,595,352 43,987,410

Ending Fund Balance % 15.7% 9.3% 11.2% 11.1% 10.0% 12.0% 9.4% 7.3% 8.9% 9.9% 8.9% 11.1% 11.3% 11.5% 12.7% 13.1%
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LVCCD CONSTRUCTION PERIOD - EXPANSION AND RENOVATION

LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PLANNING DOCUMENT

JANUARY 2016

Scenario A: Existing Operations "Plus" Projection of LVCVA Additional Debt Capacity

Excludes LVCCD 'new' Revenue, Expenditures, & Capital Funding Program

(FY 2016 - FY 2030)



REVISED

FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021 FY 2022 FY 2023 FY 2024 FY 2025 FY 2026 FY 2027 FY 2028 FY 2029 FY 2030

ACTUAL BUDGET PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED PROJECTED

REVENUES & SOURCES:

TAXES & FEES

1   ROOM TAX 239,318,802   245,100,000    252,453,000             260,026,590             267,827,388             275,862,209             284,138,076             292,662,218             301,442,084      313,499,768        326,039,759      339,081,349      352,644,603      370,276,833      388,790,675      408,230,208      

2   GAMING FEES 1,726,843        1,750,000        1,750,000                 1,732,500                 1,715,175                 1,698,023                 1,681,043                 1,664,233                 1,647,590          1,631,114             1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          1,614,803          

3   BUILDING PARTNER CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION -                   -                    -                             10,000,000               10,000,000               -                             -                             -                             -                      -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

4   NEW LVCCD REVENUE SOURCES -                   -                    40,000,000               80,000,000               82,000,000               84,100,000               86,300,000               88,500,000               90,800,000        93,100,000          95,500,000        97,900,000        100,400,000      103,000,000      105,600,000      108,300,000      

TOTAL TAXES & FEES 241,045,645   246,850,000    294,203,000             351,759,090             361,542,563             361,660,233             372,119,119             382,826,450             393,889,675      408,230,882        423,154,562      438,596,152      454,659,406      474,891,636      496,005,478      518,145,012      

USE OF FACILITIES

5 CONVENTION CENTER (LVCC):

  EXHIBIT HALLS, MEETING ROOMS, PARKING, TECHNOLOGY 40,605,461     41,027,000      44,660,000               42,350,000               42,966,000               51,744,000               44,968,000               44,352,000               49,126,000        46,046,000          43,736,000        54,824,000        43,736,000        46,046,000        51,436,000        47,427,000        

  CATERING/CONCESSIONS/OTHER 6,488,684        6,495,000        7,540,000                 7,150,000                 7,254,000                 8,736,000                 7,592,000                 7,488,000                 8,294,000          7,774,000             7,384,000          9,256,000          7,384,000          7,774,000          8,684,000          8,006,250          

6 LVCCD EXPANSION:

  EXHIBIT HALLS, MEETING ROOMS, PARKING, TECHNOLOGY -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             2,550,000                 2,250,000                 2,250,000                 2,640,000          7,200,000             8,250,000          13,200,000        10,950,000        13,050,000        17,655,000        14,850,000        

  CATERING/CONCESSIONS/OTHER -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             446,250                    393,750                    393,750                    462,000             1,260,000             1,443,750          2,310,000          1,916,250          2,283,750          3,089,625          2,598,750          

7 CASHMAN  CENTER:

  EXHIBIT HALLS, MEETING ROOMS, PARKING, TECHNOLOGY 1,815,341        1,651,000        1,684,020                 1,717,700                 1,752,054                 1,787,095                 1,822,837                 1,859,294                 1,896,480          1,934,410             1,973,098          2,012,560          2,052,811          2,093,867          2,135,745          2,178,459          

  CATERING/CONCESSIONS/OTHER 92,283             85,000              86,700                      88,434                      90,203                      92,007                      93,847                      95,724                      97,638                99,591                  101,583             103,615             105,687             107,801             109,957             112,156             

TOTAL USE OF FACILITIES 49,001,769     49,258,000      53,970,720               51,306,134               52,062,257               65,355,352               57,120,434               56,438,768               62,516,118        64,314,001          62,888,431        81,706,174        66,144,748        71,355,418        83,110,326        75,172,615        

OTHER:

8 TOTAL OTHER 3,328,707        3,346,400        3,410,146                 3,475,167                 3,541,488                 3,609,136                 3,678,137                 3,748,517                 3,820,306          3,893,530             3,968,219          4,044,401          4,122,107          4,201,367          4,282,212          4,364,675          

TOTAL REVENUES & SOURCES 293,376,121   299,454,400    351,583,866             406,540,391             417,146,308             430,624,721             432,917,690             443,013,736             460,226,099      476,438,413        490,011,211      524,346,727      524,926,261      550,448,421      583,398,016      597,682,301      

EXPENDITURES:

9   GENERAL GOVERNMENT 14,322,106     17,930,500      19,992,415               21,032,427               21,683,500               22,354,908               23,047,295               23,761,324               24,497,677        25,257,062          26,040,206        26,847,862        27,680,805        28,539,837        29,425,785        30,339,501        

10   MARKETING 34,725,318     37,650,800      40,020,374               41,350,675               43,040,627               44,835,346               46,150,407               47,504,919               48,900,066        50,837,068          52,317,180        53,841,696        55,411,947        57,529,305        59,195,184        60,911,040        

11   ADVERTISING 93,148,972     95,500,000      97,000,000               99,000,000               101,000,000             103,500,000             106,000,000             108,500,000             111,000,000      113,500,000        116,000,000      119,000,000      122,000,000      125,000,000      128,000,000      131,000,000      

12   SPECIAL EVENTS 8,765,599        13,035,600      13,426,668               13,829,468               14,244,352               14,671,683               15,000,000               15,000,000               15,000,000        15,000,000          15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        15,000,000        

13   LVCC OPERATIONS 35,508,579     39,100,860      42,621,629               43,900,278               45,217,286               50,071,332               51,573,472               55,771,053               57,444,184        61,979,294          63,838,673        71,719,878        73,871,474        76,087,618        78,370,247        80,721,354        

14   CASHMAN OPERATIONS 3,945,398        4,344,540        4,474,876                 4,609,122                 4,747,396                 4,889,818                 5,036,513                 5,187,608                 5,343,236          5,503,533             5,668,639          5,838,698          6,013,859          6,194,275          6,380,103          6,571,507          

15   COLLECTION ALLOCATION 24,104,565     24,685,000      25,420,300               26,175,909               26,954,256               27,756,023               28,581,912               29,432,645               30,308,967        31,513,088          32,765,456        34,069,615        35,425,941        37,189,164        39,040,548        40,984,501        

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 214,520,536   232,247,300    242,956,262             249,897,880             256,887,418             268,079,111             275,389,599             285,157,548             292,494,131      303,590,046        311,630,155      326,317,749      335,404,026      345,540,200      355,411,867      365,527,903      

TRANSFERS OUT - CAPITAL & OPEB:

16   CAPITAL FUND - ROUTINE CAPITAL, FF&E 21,500,000 14,000,000 2,750,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 20,000,000 25,000,000 30,000,000 30,000,000 35,000,000 35,000,000 35,000,000

17   LVCCD FACILITY RESERVES/REINVESTMENT -                   -                    -                             10,000,000               10,000,000               -                             -                             -                             2,715,675          4,978,275             7,350,337          9,714,775          12,175,537        14,736,575        17,286,850        19,951,087        

18   OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 3,500,000 4,500,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,500,000 6,500,000 6,500,000 3,500,000 3,570,000 3,641,400 3,714,228 3,788,513 3,864,283 3,941,568 4,020,400

TOTAL TRANSFERS OUT - CAPITAL & OPEB 25,000,000     18,500,000      7,750,000                 21,000,000               21,000,000               11,500,000               11,500,000               21,500,000               21,215,675        28,548,275          35,991,737        43,429,003        45,964,050        53,600,858        56,228,418        58,971,487        

TRANSFERS OUT - DEBT & PAYGO: `

  DEBT SERVICE NDOT 19,001,073 21,190,858 19,143,562 19,147,635 19,153,476 19,165,791 19,167,103 19,167,166 19,152,827 19,156,023 19,139,858 19,136,834 19,125,727 19,119,774 19,110,404 19,097,155

  DEBT SERVICE LVCC 32,169,532 30,674,318 30,691,918 30,583,180 30,646,068 13,924,968 13,992,118 14,454,058 14,465,543 14,446,618 14,459,618 14,456,618 9,040,868 9,036,868 9,051,368 9,057,868

  DEBT SERVICE LVCCD - PHASE ONE - LAND  3,818,117 8,359,749 8,363,646 8,467,046 8,466,896 11,940,696 11,986,646 11,982,546 11,984,996 11,991,396 12,001,096 12,031,646 12,069,140 12,085,790 12,079,290 12,140,690

  DEBT SERVICE LVCCD - PHASE ONE - LAND (JPM LOC) -                   -                    -                             -                             -                             6,000,000                 6,000,000                 6,000,000                 6,000,000          6,000,000             6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          6,000,000          

  LVCCD DEBT SERVICE - PHASE TWO & THREE -                   -                    7,274,500                 14,549,000               28,566,631               42,584,263               60,155,050 81,346,338 88,084,325 88,121,725 88,149,663 88,185,225 88,224,463 88,263,425 88,313,150 88,348,913

  LVCCD PAYGO PHASE TWO & THREE -                   -                    30,000,000               63,256,565               48,492,390               58,366,228               33,113,268               13,003,976               -                      -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

19 TOTAL TRANSFERS OUT DEBT & PAY-GO 54,988,722     60,224,925      95,473,626               136,003,426             135,325,461             151,981,946             144,414,185             145,954,084             139,687,691      139,715,762        139,750,235      139,810,323      134,460,198      134,505,857      134,554,212      134,644,626      

20 BOARD RESERVE FOR CONTINGENCY -                   500,000            500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000                    500,000             500,000                500,000             500,000             500,000             500,000             500,000             500,000             

TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND OTHER USES 294,509,258   311,472,225    346,679,888             407,401,306             413,712,879             432,061,057             431,803,784             453,111,632             453,897,497      472,354,083        487,872,127      510,057,075      516,328,274      534,146,914      546,694,498      559,644,015      

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING 34,720,317 33,587,182 21,569,357 26,473,335 25,612,420 29,045,850 27,609,514 28,723,420 18,625,524 24,954,125 29,038,455 31,177,539 45,467,192 54,065,179 70,366,685 107,070,204

21 FUND BALANCE, ENDING 33,587,181 21,569,357 26,473,335 25,612,420 29,045,850 27,609,514 28,723,420 18,625,524 24,954,125 29,038,455 31,177,539 45,467,192 54,065,179 70,366,685 107,070,204 145,108,490

Ending Fund Balance % 15.7% 9.3% 10.9% 10.2% 11.3% 10.3% 10.4% 6.5% 8.5% 9.5% 10.0% 13.9% 16.1% 20.3% 30.1% 39.6%
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Scenario B: Incorporates LVCCD Phase Two & Three Projected Operations & Capital Funding Program
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(FY 2016 - FY 2030)
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ATTACHMENTS 

 

10 Year History LVCVA Operating Revenues & Expenditures  

10 Year History LVCVA Capital Investment in Facilities  

History of Room Tax All Recipients  

History of Collection Allocation Returned to Collecting Entity 

Most recent Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s Ratings reports (Revenue & GO Bonds) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015

Beginning Fund Balance 47,028,002$            29,590,304$            37,140,544$            45,727,619$            18,447,554$            19,500,027$            35,727,203$            33,450,413$            21,281,491$            34,720,322$            

Revenues & Sources

Room Tax 200,086,827$          213,256,076$          220,733,128$          176,726,992$          154,046,265$          175,425,978$          199,592,498$          203,196,429$          222,781,385$          239,318,802$          

Facility Use LVCC 42,583,037             43,197,430             50,848,050             41,474,676             40,550,001             44,157,694             45,004,264             43,228,222             55,137,400             47,094,146             

Other** 7,740,212               9,668,223               8,692,877               6,267,121               5,946,164               5,920,151               5,978,252               6,450,262               7,359,113               6,601,071               

Interest & Investment Earnings 2,757,487               2,992,187               1,639,755               666,724                  188,525                  551,904                  240,177                  170,348                  353,464                  188,830                  

Miscellaneous & Other Financing Sources*** 1,095,319               2,543,845               4,227,582               2,286,284               13,647,846             11,574,335             325,449                  133,112                  198,547                  173,273                  

Total Revenues & Sources 254,262,882$       271,657,761$       286,141,392$       227,421,797$       214,378,801$       237,630,062$       251,140,640$       253,178,373$       285,829,909$       293,376,122$       

Expenditures & Uses

General Government 7,429,634$             7,799,028$             9,192,348$             12,860,753$            10,700,952$            10,373,913$            12,452,224$            13,246,144$            14,208,721$            14,322,107$            

Marketing 31,990,835             33,079,357             33,908,754             30,165,052             26,754,911             27,458,590             30,289,998             30,301,848             28,242,821             34,725,317             

Advertising 82,923,473             84,713,300             88,074,185             89,547,692             87,199,280             79,504,487             83,636,231             90,587,216             92,470,992             93,148,972             

Special Events 9,816,706               13,543,716             11,967,338             6,574,417               7,437,670               8,058,471               7,713,777               8,233,771               8,570,890               8,765,599               

Operations 36,890,102             41,269,630             43,940,271             37,350,037             34,186,143             34,008,771             37,131,878             36,690,902             44,964,996             39,453,977             

Community Support 24,435,261             24,873,202             26,918,858             20,249,779             16,749,540             18,985,179             21,157,585             20,509,181             22,449,149             24,104,565             

Transfers to Other Funds 78,214,569             58,829,288             63,552,563             57,954,132             30,297,832             43,013,475             61,035,737             65,778,233             61,483,509             79,988,725             

Total Expenditures & Uses 271,700,580$       264,107,521$       277,554,317$       254,701,862$       213,326,328$       221,402,886$       253,417,430$       265,347,295$       272,391,078$       294,509,262$       

Ending Fund Balance 29,590,304$            37,140,544$            45,727,619$            18,447,554$            19,500,027$            35,727,203$            33,450,413$            21,281,491$            34,720,322$            33,587,182$            

* Only general fund data presented.

** Amounts include Cashman operations, gaming fees and other fees and charges such as rent.

*** Amounts include proceeds from the sale of assets and transfers in from others funds.
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CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN FACILITIES FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2009 FY 2010 FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015

Major Facility Capital Improvement Projects (CIP): 

Central Restrooms, Data Center, Early Construction 

Mockups, & Other Pre-Construction 8,223,189$         19,295,860$       41,545,250$         37,619,477$       8,235,113$         503,514$           87,691$           -$                  -$                  -$                     

LVMPD Substation/Area Command 55,360               1,414,552          13,164,579           2,840,500          -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

Fire Sprinkler Upgrades -                    -                    -                      28,000               3,500                 2,256,555          2,535,688        912,154             -                    -                      

Business Partner Facility Improvements -                    -                    655,834                281,668             605,498             879,791             951,469           365,535             442,033             785,448                

Carpet Replacement at LVCC -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    782,261           3,048,421          -                    -                      

Central Plant & Distribution Improvement -                    -                    -                      16,976               -                    2,420,744          -                  -                    -                    -                      

Halide Lamp Replacement at LVCC -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    2,000                 401,714           1,082,555          441,714             320,839                

Telecommunications Upgrade -                    -                    -                      -                    6,248                 1,916,966          212,956           -                    -                    -                      

Desert Inn Meeting Room Structure -                    -                    791,588                858,583             -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

Utility Installations & Relocations -                    -                    -                      1,472,472          26,541               -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

NV Energy Back-Up Feeder Line -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    792,630           572,903             -                    83,481                 

Central Plant Ceramic Towers (New) -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  27,100               1,378,387          -                      

Preliminary LVCCD Expansion & Renovation Project -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    13,000             530,731             492,472             172,705                

Emergency Notification System -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    67,887             7,543                 966,684             125,451                

North Lobby & Meeting Room Renovations -                    -                    5,940                   824,932             -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

Exterior Painting at LVCC -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  1,725,349          80,380               -                      

Other Aggregated Building Improvements at LVCC 1,161,548          1,161,548          1,161,548             1,161,548          1,161,548          1,161,548          1,161,548        1,161,548          1,161,548          1,161,548             

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment, PC Lease 2,076,000          2,763,284          2,279,758             939,819             248,255             928,943             1,220,614        1,858,374          1,297,321          623,972                

Other Cashman Capital Assets & Improvements 285,436             79,938               440,351                233,166             573,901             149,049             571,558           26,213               79,624               62,155                 

Total Major Facility CIP 11,801,533$    24,715,182$    60,044,849$       46,277,141$    10,860,604$    10,219,111$    8,799,017$    11,318,425$    6,340,164$      3,335,599$         

Land Acquisitions, Demolition, & Site Improvements:

2901 Las Vegas Blvd. Land (Riviera) -$                  -$                  -$                     -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                -$                  -$                  187,490,447$       

3380 Swenson Land (Blue Harbor Apartments) -                    -                    49,884,350           -                    -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

552/560/594 Sierra Vista Land -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  22,361,767         -                    -                      

500/650 Sierra Vista Land -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  -                    21,096,119         54,545                 

454 Sierra Vista Land 11,107,414         50,730               -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

750 Sierra Vista Land 10,326,440         -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

486 Sierra Vista Land 7,102,500          -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

820 Desert Inn (Frey Property) 5,922,388          -                    144,835                85,290               -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

3260 Joe W Brown (White House) -                    3,599,101          107,586                834,913             -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

3333 Cambridge (Lowden) -                    1,851,703          166,434                67,907               7,425                 -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

3380 Swenson (Purple Lot) -                    -                    223,498                24,234               28,588               31,511               19,135             1,475,917          2,495                 -                      

Apartment Demolition (Silver 5) -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  86,224               1,073,745          -                      

Grand Concourse/Silver Lot 1 & 2 -                    801,958                292,280             -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

Site Improvements Project (Green Lot) 842,760             -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  -                    -                    -                      

Sierra Vista Corner Lot Development -                    -                    -                      -                    -                    -                    -                  24,832               72,446               679,356                

Other LVCC Land Improvements 344,944             299,382             964,013                53,500               138,321             24,630               384,345           688,481             643,650             1,458,278             

Cashman Land Improvements 265,241             449,266             774,161                93,827               5,330                 121,402             157,272           77,056               57,667               142,118                

Total Land Acquisitions, Demolition, & Site Improvements 35,911,687$    6,250,181$      53,066,834$       1,451,951$      179,663$          177,543$          560,752$       24,714,278$    22,946,122$    189,824,744$     

TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN FACILITIES 47,713,221$    30,965,363$    113,111,683$     47,729,092$    11,040,268$    10,396,654$    9,359,768$    36,032,703$    29,286,285$    193,160,343$     
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Fiscal Year 1961 - 1969
 (2)

1970 - 1983
 (2)

1984 - 1991
 (2)

1992 - 1997
 (3)

1998 - 2008
 (3)

2009 
(3)

2010 
(3)

2011 
(3)

2012 
(3)

2013 
(3)

2014 
(3)

2015 
(3)

Total

LVCVA (Gross)  $     18,644,691  $     145,584,000  $     253,926,235  $     430,972,067  $     1,684,053,745  $     176,726,992  $     154,046,265  $     175,425,978  $     199,592,498  $     203,196,429  $     222,781,385  $     239,318,802  $     3,904,269,086 

Collection Allocation from LVCVA 
(1)

(1,864,469)       (14,558,400)        (24,819,657)        (38,096,597)        (165,895,484)         (17,672,699)        (15,404,627)        (17,542,598)        (19,959,250)        (20,319,643)        (22,278,139)        (23,931,880)        (382,343,442)         

NDOT Debt (1,505,554)          (4,176,047)          (16,379,353)        (19,137,373)        (18,836,232)        (21,178,758)        (21,186,259)        (102,399,576)         

 Net LVCVA  $   16,780,222  $   131,025,600  $   229,106,578  $   392,875,470  $   1,518,158,261  $   157,548,739  $   134,465,591  $   141,504,027  $   160,495,875  $   164,040,554  $   179,324,489  $   194,200,663  $   3,419,526,068 

 NDOT Debt  $       1,505,554  $       4,176,047  $     16,379,353  $     19,137,373  $     18,836,232  $     21,178,758  $     21,186,259  $      102,399,576 

NCOT Gross (3/8%) 19,485,915         30,000,655         129,335,007           13,948,908         12,116,888         13,810,386         15,666,124         15,955,266         17,530,506         18,736,557         286,586,213           

Collection Allocation from NCOT 
(1)

                               -                                  -                                      -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -   -                        

 Net NCOT  $                  -    $                    -    $     19,485,915  $     30,000,655  $      129,335,007  $     13,948,908  $     12,116,888  $     13,810,386  $     15,666,124  $     15,955,266  $     17,530,506  $     18,736,557  $      286,586,213 

State General Fund/Schools Gross (3%) 88,377,096         109,088,770       124,473,472       126,989,418       138,974,519       148,902,500       736,805,775           

Collection Allocation from State 
(1)

                               -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -   -                        

 Net State of Nevada  $                  -    $                    -    $                    -    $                    -    $                       -    $                    -    $     88,377,096  $   109,088,770  $   124,473,472  $   126,989,418  $   138,974,519  $   148,902,500  $      736,805,775 

CCSD Gross (1 5/8%) 532,182,277           60,424,454         55,412,353         62,382,237         69,342,936         70,643,941         77,781,812         85,405,191         1,013,575,201        

Collection Allocation from CCSD 
(1)

                                   -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -   -                        

 Net CCSD  $                  -    $                    -    $                    -    $                    -    $      532,182,277  $     60,424,454  $     55,412,353  $     62,382,237  $     69,342,936  $     70,643,941  $     77,781,812  $     85,405,191  $   1,013,575,201 

Clark County Transportation Gross (1%) 79,293,244         345,011,556           37,171,496         34,992,804         39,561,454         44,759,631         45,601,393         50,082,653         53,817,737         730,291,968           

Collection Allocation from Clark County Transportation 
(1)

                               -                                      -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -                                  -   -                        

 Net Clark County Transportation  $                  -    $                    -    $                    -    $     79,293,244  $      345,011,556  $     37,171,496  $     34,992,804  $     39,561,454  $     44,759,631  $     45,601,393  $     50,082,653  $     53,817,737  $      730,291,968 

Retained By Collecting Entitles 29,818,410         62,388,198         94,372,960         397,679,444           43,691,864         38,023,455         43,700,188         50,635,511         51,545,465         56,846,685         59,549,180         928,251,360           

Collection Allocation to Collecting Entities 
(1)

1,864,469         14,558,400         24,819,657         38,096,597         165,895,484           17,672,699         15,404,627         17,542,598         19,959,250         20,319,643         22,278,139         23,931,880         382,343,442           

 Net Collecting Entities  $     1,864,469  $     44,376,810  $     87,207,855  $   132,469,557  $      563,574,928  $     61,364,563  $     53,428,082  $     61,242,786  $     70,594,761  $     71,865,108  $     79,124,824  $     83,481,060  $   1,310,594,802 

Total  $   18,644,691  $   175,402,410  $   335,800,348  $   634,638,926  $   3,088,262,029  $   331,963,715  $   382,968,860  $   443,969,013  $   504,470,172  $   513,931,912  $   563,997,561  $   605,729,967  $   7,599,779,603 

Room Tax Rate: 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 9% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12%

Recipient Modifications: 5% to LVCVA 1% to Local Entities 3/8% to NCOT 1% to Transportation 1% to CCSD NDOT Mandate 3% to State of NV

5/8% to LVCVA

5/8% from LVCVA to 

CCSD

(1) Collection Allocation is shown as 10% of room tax only. Collection Allocation is shown as a reduction in LVCVA gross receipts AND as an increase to collecting entities. Collection Allocation is only remitted by the LVCVA, no other recipient.

(2) Values for the total room tax are estimated; based on actual LVCVA room tax received. Data prior to 1991 is extrapolated based on the LVCVA's room tax total.

(3) Amounts from State of Nevada Department of Taxation Transient Lodging Report.
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History of Room Tax

All Recipients
(FY 1961 - FY 2015 Staggered Years) 



Boulder 

City

City of 

Henderson

City of 

Las Vegas

City of 

Mesquite

City of 

North Las Vegas

Clark 

County

Total  

Entities

FY 1961 747$              155$                14,563$             -$                763$                  67,880$             84,108$             

FY 1962 751               143                  31,375               -                  870                    121,076             154,215             

FY 1963 1,005             348                  38,215               -                  980                    139,436             179,983             

FY 1964 837               494                  39,560               -                  1,339                 147,042             189,272             

FY 1965 732               476                  38,669               -                  1,586                 149,715             191,177             

FY 1966 3,500             14,120             74,171               -                  21,181               107,361             220,333             

FY 1967 649               555                  46,002               -                  1,606                 203,316             252,128             

FY 1968 3,500             21,484             112,850             -                  32,226               129,453             299,513             

FY 1969 6,368             25,389             133,283             -                  38,097               141,165             344,302             

FY 1970 7,442             29,670             155,757             -                  44,521               151,132             388,522             

FY 1971 8,175             32,593             171,105             -                  48,908               162,780             423,561             

FY 1972 8,956             35,708             187,456             -                  53,581               172,123             457,824             

FY 1973 10,475           41,764             219,248             -                  62,669               190,291             524,447             

FY 1974 12,988           51,780             271,829             -                  77,698               220,339             634,634             

FY 1975 15,137           60,348             316,809             -                  90,555               246,043             728,892             

FY 1976 17,240           68,733             360,831             -                  103,138              271,200             821,142             

FY 1977 21,383           85,250             447,540             -                  127,922              320,751             1,002,846           

FY 1978 25,326           100,971           530,067             -                  151,511              367,911             1,175,786           

FY 1979 31,731           126,506           664,123             -                  189,829              444,519             1,456,708           

FY 1980 38,399           153,092           803,694             -                  229,723              524,277             1,749,185           

FY 1981 40,934           163,198           856,744             -                  244,887              554,594             1,860,357           

FY 1982 42,950           171,235           898,940             -                  256,947              578,706             1,948,778           

FY 1983 44,139           175,974           923,813             -                  264,057              592,920             2,000,903           

FY 1984 45,588           182,352           785,357             -                  273,529              785,357             2,072,183           

FY 1985 51,853           207,410           880,452             -                  311,115              906,101             2,356,931           

FY 1986 56,698           226,794           949,974             -                  340,191              1,003,545           2,577,202           

FY 1987 65,256           259,415           1,014,365           145,136           389,928              1,108,442           2,982,542           

FY 1988 72,680           289,068           1,089,138           132,146           434,429              1,286,181           3,303,642           

FY 1989 77,942           309,999           1,118,477           141,714           465,884              1,428,127           3,542,143           

FY 1990 88,008           350,032           1,206,678           160,015           526,048              1,670,286           4,001,067           

FY 1991 98,382           391,293           1,292,384           178,877           588,057              1,922,924           4,471,917           

FY 1992 100,002         399,127           1,322,387           179,841           595,136              1,964,886           4,561,379           

FY 1993 106,394         431,559           1,450,251           181,501           620,260              2,141,659           4,931,624           

FY 1994 123,857         516,698           1,777,885           190,959           695,361              2,598,985           5,903,745           

FY 1995 143,599         621,434           2,201,422           189,591           764,422              3,178,755           7,099,223           

FY 1996 172,121         811,313           2,663,955           312,946           535,138              3,328,183           7,823,656           

FY 1997 189,478         921,457           2,926,979           344,505           618,466              3,611,736           8,612,621           

FY 1998 193,671         989,928           3,004,618           352,128           635,276              3,627,589           8,803,210           

FY 1999 219,108         1,185,108        3,395,770           398,378           750,595              4,010,485           9,959,444           

FY 2000 269,085         1,493,821        4,114,807           489,246           999,369              4,864,817           12,231,145         

FY 2001 303,438         1,750,877        4,568,376           551,705           1,154,808           5,463,424           13,792,628         

FY 2002 277,581         1,676,321        4,100,912           504,693           1,057,484           5,000,325           12,617,316         

FY 2003 291,788         1,681,130        4,282,631           530,524           1,092,287           5,384,741           13,263,101         

FY 2004 341,075         2,001,490        4,919,231           620,136           1,299,186           6,322,289           15,503,407         

FY 2005 392,042         2,282,755        5,550,961           712,804           1,532,529           7,349,010           17,820,101         

FY 2006 444,511         2,588,452        6,176,979           808,202           1,864,095           8,322,805           20,205,044         

FY 2007 473,452         2,758,525        6,503,053           860,822           2,072,490           8,852,199           21,520,541         

FY 2008 477,383         2,838,620        6,697,257           865,533           2,134,974           9,244,731           22,258,498         

FY 2009 393,422         2,272,906        5,159,192           715,313           1,838,353           7,503,630           17,882,816         

FY 2010 343,215         2,042,128        4,497,673           624,027           1,627,150           6,466,478           15,600,671         

FY 2011 390,159         2,324,995        5,135,916           709,381           1,867,445           7,306,621           17,734,517         

FY 2012 443,093         2,612,241        5,732,037           805,624           2,124,833           8,422,775           20,140,603         

FY 2013 451,062         2,632,560        5,845,349           820,112           2,224,554           8,529,166           20,502,803         

FY 2014 473,452         2,758,525        6,503,053           860,822           2,082,929           9,770,369           22,449,149         

FY 2015 473,452         2,758,525        6,503,336           860,822           2,096,928           11,411,502         24,104,565         
Total 8,386,211$  45,926,844$  120,707,498$   14,247,503$  37,657,843$     160,792,152$   387,718,050$   

History of Collection Allocation Returned to Collecting Entities
(FY 1961 - FY 2015)

LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PLANNING DOCUMENT

JANUARY 2016

Note: This report is strictly what was remitted by the LVCVA as recorded in its audited financial statements related to collection allocation. This report 

includes the gaming fee portion of collection allocation which is why it does not balance to the "History of Room Tax" report.
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